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INTRODUCTION 
This project focuses on preaching and presiding within the sea services,^ to serve 
Roman CathoUc sailors and marines and their femilies. It is intended primarily for 
Roman Catholic priest Navy chaplains who find, as I have found, that preaching and 
presiding with Roman Cathohcs in today's military environment presents a cross cultural 
cWlenge. 
The ^tive duty Navy population on 30 September 2002 was 10% Latino and 4% 
Filipino.^ The ^tive duty Marine Corps population on the same date w^ 13% Latino 
and 3% Asian/Pacific Islander? The active duty Coast Guard population in March 2002 
was 7% Latino and 2% Asian American,* These numbers may not seem very high, but 
Latinos and Filipinos account for a much higher percentage of the Roman Catholic 
The sea services are the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, and U.S. Coast Guard. In addition to providing 
pastoral care for Navy personnel and their families. Navy chaplains also provide pastoral care for Marine 
Corps and Coast Guard personnel and their femilies. 
^ In fliis project, I use the term "Latino" for those of Latin American ancestry in the U.S. or in the U.S. 
military. While some people prefer the term "Hispanic," I have chosen "Latino" because it is currently 
preferred in academic circles. I recognize that some Latinos in flie U.S. military and their femily members 
are U.S. citizens and some are not. Some are recent immigrants to the U.S., while others can trace their 
ancestry back many generations in what is today U.S. territory. I use the term "Filipino" to refer to U.S. 
citizen immigrant sailors and marines from the Philippines and flieir femily members, to those of Filipino 
ancestry who are natives of the U.S., and to those sailors and marines and their family members of Filipino 
ancestry who are not (yet) U.S. citizens. Some people prefer flie term "Filipino American." I have chosen 
to use "Filipino," because some U.S. immigrants of Filipino ancestry do not necessarily think of themselves 
as "Americans," For a source of Navy demographic information, see Bureau of Naval Personnel, "Active 
Duty Total Force End-Strength, Current Quarter Distribution by Sex and Race/Ethnic Group, Fourth 
Quarter FY 2002." vww.bupers.navy,mil/persOOh/demographics.htm, page 4 of 19; Internet; accessed 7 
January 2003, 
^ Marine Corps Manpower Plans & Policies Division (MP), Manpower Equal Opportunity, Marine Corps 
Demographics, vww.defenselink,mil/pubs/ahnanac/index.html; Internet; accessed 7 January 2003. 
* Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute, "Semiannual Race, Ethnicity, Gender Profile by 
Service/^nk; Demographics, March 2002." 
https://www.patrick.a£mil/DEOMI/Observances%20&%20Demographics/Deomographics/Demographics_ 
Index.htm, page 4 of 48; Internet, accessed 5 March 2003. 
^/lqao3-o9- :2z5^ 
population than of the sea service population in general. In some duty stations, they 
outnumber European American^ Roman CathoHcs. 
For example, at my base chapel in Atsugi, Japan, between 1998 and 2000, the 
Roman Cathohc congregation was approximately 75% Filipino. These Filipino 
parkhioners attended Sunday Mass^ faithfiilly, and they were committed to various 
liturgical ministries. These sailors and their spouses were very supportive of the parish 
reUgioiM education program. However, I did not have confidence that my "European 
American" style of preaching and presiding connected with them While they seemed 
very willing to talk to me about many things, they ahnost never commented on the 
preaching or liturgy. On the other hand, my European American parishioners seemed 
generally satisfied with my preaching and presiding; I normally received a number of 
appreciative comments from them, and they usually seemed to understand wtot I was 
trying to say. The ateence of feedb^k from the Filipino parishioners could be explained 
partly by a cultural reluctance on their part to comment directly to the preacher, tecause 
such a thing could be interpreted as a challenge to authority. Part of the explanation 
could also be that sermons that are nminly intellectual, abstract, and doctrinal fail to 
satisfy Filipinos. 
I was stationed in USS WASP (LHD-1)' from 2000 to 2002. A feir number of the 
junior sailors and marines were Latino. Many of them did not attend Mass regularly. I 
would walk around the ship and invite them to come, and a number of them did respond 
to that and attend a few times. However, once again, I questioned whether the hturgy and 
' Some people prefer the term "Anglo American," but in this project I use "European American." 
* I use the word "Mass" in this project to refer to Eucharistic liturgy. 
' USS WASP is an amphibious assault ship. The letters "LHD" indicate the class of ship; they are not an 
acronym. The number "1" means that WASP was the first ship of its class to be commissioned. 
preaching satMed them. Most of them departed afterward without comment, and while 
they greeted me enthusiastically in their work spaces, most of them didn't mention Mass 
and didn't attend regularly from Sunday to Sunday, The absence of feedback could be 
explained in part by the natural reluctance of an enlisted person to criticire a preacher's 
sermon in a face-to-fece conversation (after all, chaplains are officers). However, 
cultural fectors once again seem to emerge as a big part of the eiqjlanation, for most of 
the European American sailors and marines who attended regularly did appear to be 
satisfied with the experience, and they often thanked me. In ^t, some of them would 
drop by my office later just to ask questiom about something 11^ said in a sermon. 
I argue that the "disconnect" I have experienced with Roman CathoHcs firom 
minority ethnic groups was due in large part to the cross cultural dmde between me as a 
European American pastor, and my Latino and Filipino parishioners. If this were the 
case, preachers must address this critical issue, primarily by employing methods that 
reach across cultural barriers. Moreover, if this were relevant in today's sea services, it 
would undoubtedly become a bigger issue in the fiiture; the demographic makeup of the 
military population will certainly follow the long term shift in U.S. society, away from 
European American dominant to non-European American dominant in the years and 
decades ahead. 
Use of the terms Low Context and Hieh Context 
I have cho^n to focus my analysis on the Latino and Filipino cultures. This is 
simply because these two ethnic cultures account for many, if not most, of the Roman 
Catholics at a number of Navy, Marine Corps, and Co^ Guard duty statiom today.* 
These two ethnic cultures could be considered examples of high context ethnic cultures. 
The term high context is attributed to the anthropologkt Edward T. Hall. High context 
cultures tend to construct meaning primarily from the context of a communicated 
message, rather than from its content. By contrast, the dominant European American 
culture is a low context culture, in which meaning is constructed primarily from the 
content of a communicated message, rather than from its "incamational" context. (I will 
explore this idea in greater depth in Chapter 2.) 
Most Roman Catholic priests in today's sea services are European American and 
therefore are products of low context culture. Even those who are not European 
American have probably been formed as priests within low context Church culture. (I 
will discuss this in more detail in Chapter 2.) As a comequence, they express their Mth 
and spirituaUty in ways that tend to be more intellectual and cerebral rather than affective 
and emotional. The result is a pastoral challenge of some magnitude: how can priests 
who are products of a low context European American Church culture proclaim the 
Gospel more effectively to sailors, marines, and their families who come from high 
context cultures? These priests cannot afford to continue preaching and presiding in the 
low context way that is femiliar and comfortable for them. 
At first, a chaplain might be ten^ted to hmsh off the cMlenge by noting that in 
the military everyone speaks English, and everyone shares a dominant military culture. 
' These two ethnic groups do not account for the majority of churchgoing Roman Catholics in every sea 
service duty station, but tiieir numbers are significant among the total Roman Catholic population at any 
given duty station.  Tlieir numbers are also significant among the U.S. Roman Catholic population and the 
total U.S. population. See pp. 8 and 18, 
This ^sumption is true enough, but ca-oss-cultural issues still lurk like icebergs.' Ethnic 
cultural issues run deeper than mere language barriers.   There fesues do affect tiie way 
priests preside and proclaim the word of God, and they do affect the way the people 
receive it. Unless Navy chaplains recognire the reality of this challenge and appreciate 
the implications that it has for preaching and presiding, they risk communicating the 
Gospel less and less effectively than they otherwise might, to more and more of the 
people "in the pews," as the years go by. 
For Whom this Project is Intended 
I have written this project with Roman CathoMc Navy chaplains in mind as the 
primary intended audience. *° However, I am certain that rome of the ksues discussed 
here pertain to non-Roman Catholic Christian chaplains and probably also to non- 
Christian chaplains as well. Also, there can be no doubt that the Army and Air Force 
populations are also steadily shifting from European American dominant to non- 
European American dominant. Thus, much of what I say here will pertain to Army and 
Air Force settings as well ss to sea service settings. Therefore, although I write primarily 
for Roman Catholic Navy chaplains, I optimistically entertain the hope that some 
elements of my work might be of use to non-Roman Catholic Navy chaplains, m well as 
to Army and Air Force chaplams. 
' Icebergs float on the surface of the ocean, with 10% of their mass visible and 90% invisible beneath the 
surfece. 
" Most Roman Catholic Navy chaplains today are European American. However, there are also African 
American, Latino, and Asian American Roman Catholic Navy chaplams. Therefore, while written for 
European American Roman Catholic Navy chaplains as the primary intended audiaice, tills project is 
offered to Roman Catholic Navy chaplains of all ethnic backgrounds who do ministry with Latino and 
Filipino Roman Catholics m the sea services. 
Methodology 
In Chapter 1,1 will briefly conqjare the Latino and Filipino cultures, noting some 
similarities and differences. I will explore why, over time, both cultures have developed 
strong and distinctive popular reUgiosity. I will say something about the 20* century 
history of mferiorization" that Filipino sailors have e5q)erienced within the U.S. Navy, 
because this history still plays a part in today's Filipino Navy culture. Finally, I will 
make an observation on the scope of contextual theology that 1ms been developed to date 
for the Latino and Filipino cultures. 
In Chapter 2, as I mentioned above, I will take a brief look at Edward T. Hall's 
work on context. He proposes the categories of low context and high context cultures. 
After reintroducing these terms and defining them, I will ^ply them first to the military 
culture itself Next, I will apply them to the FiUpino and Latino cultures, which account 
for many Roman Catholic parmhioners, and to the European American culture, which 
accounts for most Navy priests today. 
In Chapter 3,1 will focus briefly on the cross cultural implications of 
communication patterns and affective e?q)ression for those who preach and preside in 
today's sea services. 
In Chapter 4,1 will begin with a statement of two importaitf operating principles 
in preaching and presiding. Then, I will briefly comider the propriety of incorporating 
elements of popular religion into the litm-gy. Finally, I will suggest some concrete ways 
in which a priest of European American cultural background might intentionally direct 
" For the sake of consistency, I will use the word "inferiorization" in this project. I chose that word 
because I have seen it used in contextual theological writing about Filipinos, The words "marginalization" 
or "discriminaticm" could be used just as well to describe the cultural experience of Latinos and Filipinos. 
his efforts to make his preaching and presiding more "user-friendly" for people from 
high-context cultures. 
In Chapter 5,1 will offer an overall conclusion. 
The next section will be more practically oriented. For this I arranged to preach 
and preside at two actual cross cultural liturgies, once with a predominantly Latino 
congregation and once with a predominantly Filipino congregation.  Both events took 
place at Roman CathoUc churches in the Bay Area. In each exercise, a few observers 
with academic training or pastoral ejqserience attended, in order to offer me critical and 
constructive feedback. A number of valuable insights can be learned from this practical 
exercise. 
The project will conclude with a selected bibliography. 
CHAPTER 1 
Latino and Filipino Cultures: Some Similarities and Differences 
As I noted previomly, in this project I have chosen to focus on the Latino and 
Filipino cultures, because they account for many if not most Roman Catholics in a 
number of sea service duty stations today. 
The Latino and Filipino cultures are very much deserving of special attention, for 
two reasons. First, the changing demographic situation in the U.S. Church suggests that 
the majority of U.S. Roman Catholics could be of Latino origin by the year 2020.'^ The 
Asian American immigrant population is the festest growing racial group in the U.S., and 
those of Filipino ancestry account for the second biggest segment of Asian Americans in 
the U.S." Moreover, the Philippines is the only predominantly Roman Catholic country 
in Asia; thus, the nmjority of Filipino U.S. immigrants are Roman Catholic. ITiese 
ongoing demographic changes in U.S. society will of courae be reflected in the military. 
Second, aside from the long run picture, the immediate spiritual needs of high context 
parkhioners demand that Navy chaplains make some attempt here and now to move 
beyond a low context Hturgy and preaching style. The priest needs to make some attempt 
to understand their special needs and address them. 
Both the Latino and FiMpino cultures are products of Spanish colonization dating 
back to the 16* century. In both c^es, the Spanish conquerors forcibly imposed both 
secular and rehgious forms of Spanish culture. According to Orlando O. Espfn, the 
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, Welcoming the Stranger Among Us: Unity in Diversity 
(Washington, D.C: United States Catholic Conference, Inc., 2000), page 7 of 25, 
www,usccb.org/inrs/unity,htm; Internet; accessed 29 October 2002, 
" U,S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, Asian and Pacific Presence: Harmor^ in Faith (Washington, D,C,: 
United States Catholic Conference, Inc., 2001), page 5 of 27, www.usccb.org/mrs/harmony.htm; Internet; 
accessed 29 October 2002, 
Spanish did indeed come to evangelize, but they came first to conquer. He says, "The 
proclamation of the Christian gospel was made possible only because the evangeli^d had 
first been conquered, their knds and fi-eedom taken from themi, and their cultures 
invaded."'* The conquered (or vanquished)*^ ones were evangelired from a perspective 
of patemahsm, intimidation, or even bratahty. This unfortunate history continues to 
influence the Church today. 
If the original primary evangelizing context were one of power rather than 
persu^ion, then the evangelized peoples would have teen treated as second c]ms ckwsns 
and comidered unworthy or incapable of forming an intellectual basis for their feith. The 
principles of the feith were not presented to them prinMrily in an intellectual and absttax^ 
way. Fundamental Christian doctrines, such as the doctrine of the Trinity, originally 
formulated m terms of Greek and European philosophy and culture, were not readily 
understandable to the evangelized in Latin America (and the Philippines), because these 
people were not educated to think in abstract, intellectual ways.*^ Fundamental religious 
doctrines were presented to the people not in terms of intellectual concepts or abstract 
discussion, but rather in terms of pictures, art, or stories. Espin provides an historical 
example of this approach in his work, where he describes how such concrete methods 
were used to teach the doctrine of the Trinity." 
'* Orlando O. Espto, The Faith of the People: Theological Reflections on Popular Roman Catholicism 
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1997), 22, 
" Espfn seems to use the terms "conquered" and "vanquished" interchangeably. From this point on, I will 
use 'Vanquished." 
"Espfn, 57. 
" Ibid., Chapter 2, "Trinitarian Monotheism and the Birth of Popular Catholicism," 32-62. Espfn provides 
details of how each person of the Blessed Trinity was pr^ented by using the media of "Testerian 
maiuscripts" (Amerindian ratechisms), religious art, and popular devotions. He points out that the concept 
of the Trinity is a mystery that can only begin to be analyzed if abstract philosophical categories are 
employed. However, the Spanish catechists had to try to teach this doctrine to a people who were not 
educated to think in this way. They did it by finding concrete ways to present it that in feet did not convey 
Espm argues tlmt because the overall experience of the evangelized peoples w^ 
one of being vanquished, not one of being persuaded, their feith and reUgion were abo 
formed within this same experiential context (of being vanquished). 
The Spanish colonial periods in both Latin America and the Philippines lasted 
until the 19* century. The Latin American republics and the Philippines won 
independence from Spain in the 19* century, but for Christians this did not necessarily 
mean the end of their experience of being vanquished. In the c^ of Mexico, the Church 
mas brutally persecuted in the early decades of the 20* century. In the c^e of the 
Philippines, Spanish colonialism gave way in 1898 to U.S. colonialism, which lasted 
another 50 years, except for a three-year period of subjugation to the Japanese during 
World Warn. 
State persecution and U.S. colonialism ended in the Latin American or Filipino 
homelands in the 20* century.'* However, Christians who migrated from those Imids to 
the U.S. continued to fece persecution, inferiorization, or racism from the dommant 
European American culture even after their arrival in the U.S. As Espm points out, the 
social experience of a people as they have actually lived it will form the basis for their 
cultural conceptualization and expression of this experience in symbolic, folkloric, and 
artMc terms of "religion."'® This is the source of both Latino and Filipino ''popular 
religion." 
abstract Trinitarian doctrine. However, these concrete ways did become the basis for some elements of 
popular religion. 
Some scholars argue that U.S. coloniration of the Philippines did not end with independence in 1946. 
They point to the presence of U.S. militory bases in the Philippines until 1992. Moreover, they argue that 
the experience of being colonized was internalized in the Filipino cultural psyche and that this 
intemalization, or inferiorization, continues even today. 
"Espin, 23-24. 
10 
Jaime Vidal defines popular religion as the general system employed by common 
people in their task of constructing meaning about "God" and the ultimate mystery of 
human life. In other words, popular religion is "the reUgious attitudes and e^qjressions of 
the 'popular classes' as distinguished jft'om society as a whole."^° Popular reUgion can 
take many forms. Among these Vidal includes art, music, poetiy, ritual, traditional 
ciwtoms, and prayer formulae?' I would add to this list folk tales, storytelling, st^ues, 
candles, novenas, processions, and devotion to liturgical and nonliturgical saints. These 
forms would be distinct from the reHgious attitudes and expressions of the dominant 
"European American" or "ehte" culture, which tend to take the efficient fonn of abstract 
intellectual concepts. As Virgilio Elizondo puts it. 
Those (popular) expression of the faith which are celebrated voluntarily by the 
majority of the people, traiamitted from generation to generation by the people 
themselves and which go on with the church, vdthout it or even in spite of it, 
express the deepest identity of the people. They are the ultimate foimdation of the 
people's innermost being and the common expression of the collective soul of the 
people. They are supremely meaningfiil for the people who celebrate them and 
meaningless to the outsider. To the people whose very life-source they are, no 
explanation will ever express or communicate their true and fall meaning. 
Without them, there might be assocmtions of individuals bound together by 
common interest (e.g., the corporation, the State, etc.), but there will never be the 
experience of being a people. 
Popular religion is sunply "a different way of relating to reality and of living the 
Christian gospel."^^ Members of the dominant European American majority may not be 
able to understand folly the attraction of popular rehgion within the Latino or Filipino 
cultures, for the simple reason that the life experiences of members of the dominant 
^° Jaime R. Vidal, Ph,D., "Popular Religion Among the BBspanics in the General Area of the Archdiocese 
of Newark," in Presencia Nueva: Knowledge For Service and Hope: A Stu(fy ofHispanics in the 
Archdiocese of Newark (Newark, N.J: Archdiocese of Newark, 1988), 248. 
^' Ibid., 247. 
^^ Virgilio Elizondo, "Popular Religion," in Perspectivas: Hispanic Ministry, ed. Allan Figueroa Deck, 
Yolanda Tarango, and Timothy M. Matovina (Kansas City: Sheed & Ward, 1995), 106. Emphasis in the 
original. 
23 Espfn, 144. 
11 
culture, in both the secular and religious arenas, have been very different from those of 
the Latino and Filipino cultures. Members of the dominant culture, whose cultural 
memory does not include being vanquished, do not conceptualiM spiritual realities in a 
way tlmt lends itself to expression in popular religioi^ they will instead conceptualire 
those spiritual realities in a way that is more direct, abstract, and intellectual. The 
tenq)tation for members of the dominant culture is to see the European American model 
of spirituality as the only authentic one. However, as Vidal points out, "in order to 
evangelize the popular classes, it is not necessary to 'convert' them to an elite form of 
Christianity, but... a popular version of the Faith can be just as valid in its own milieu, 
and much more effective."^'* Clergy and laity from low context backgrounds will 
sometimes view popular rehgion with suspicion, seeing it as superstitious or not "pure." 
However, popular rehgion is a necessary cultural construct of peoples who for centuries 
have experienced being vanquished.^^ Popular religion does not contradict "official" and 
"doctrinal" mainstream modes of rehgion, but it does provide a system for expressing and 
processing cultural ejqjeriences that cannot 1» adequately e)q?ressed or processed through 
those modes of rehgion.'^* 
Thus, the Latino and Filipino cultures share a common Spanish heritage, a 
common cultural experience of having teen vanquished for centuries, and a common 
cultural emphasis on popular rehgious practices and devotions. Popular rehgion is a 
necessary way of eiqpressing and processing their Mved experience of being vanquished 
and the hope that God will always sustain them. 
" Vidal, 253. 
"Espin, 22-31. 
" Ibid., 68. 
12 
Another point of similarity between tlie two cultures is that both Latin America 
and the Philippines are diverse. Within the European American and African American 
cultures in the U.S., the terms "Latino" (or "Hispanic"), and "Filipino" are generic and 
somewhat artificial labels used to describe peoples who are in reahty not homogenous but 
enormously diveree.   The diverse characteristics of the Latino and Filipino populations 
may not l» immediately apparent to members of other cultures, but these distinctions 
remain very important to the Latinos and Filipinos themselves, even after they have 
immigrated to the U.S.'^' 
There are also a number of important differences between the Latino and Filipino 
cultures. First, Latinos can be of any race,^* but Fihpinos are all racially distinct from 
European American and African American members of the dominant U.S. culture. 
A second important difference between the two cultures h^ to do with the 
concept of "immigration." With the exception of a few FiUpino sailors who arrived in 
Morro Bay, California, in 1587 and a number of Fihpinos who settled in St, Malo's Bay, 
Louisiana, in 1763,^' the vast majority of Filipinos in the U.S. today immigrated into a 
preexisting U.S. in the 20* century, after the PhiHppines became U.S. tCTritory.   By 
contrast, the ancestors of many of today's U.S. Latinos had been living in Puerto Rico or 
in what m now the Southwestern U.S. for several centuries before those areas became 
U.S. territory. As Ada Maria Is^i-Diaz says, "Great numbers of Mexican Americaiw 
"" In regard to the diversity of Latino immigrants, see Kennetli G, Davis, O.F.M., Conv., "Introduction," in 
Brid^ng Boundaries: The Pastoral Care of U.S. Hispanics, ed. Kenneth G. Davis and Yolanda Tarango 
(Scranton: Universi^ of Scranton Press, 2000), xiii-xiv.  See also U.S. Conference of Cafliolic Bishops, 
Encuentro and Mission: A Renewed Pastoral Framework for Hispanic Ministry (Washington, D.C: United 
States Catholic Conference, Inc., 2002), page 22 of 26. 
^¥ww.nccbuscc.org/hispanicaffairs/encuentromission.htm; Internet; accessed 15 November 2002. In regard 
to the diversity of Filipino immigrants, see Rick Bonus, Locating Filipino Americans: Ethnicity and the 
Cultural Politics of Space (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2000), 27. 
^* Davis, "Introduction," in Bridging Boundaries: The Pastoral Care of U.S. Hispanics, xiv. 
"Bonus, 191, footnote 5. 
13 
never moved to the United States. Instep, the border crossed them in 1848 when Mexico 
had to give up today's Southwest in the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo (tlmt ended the 
U.S.-MexicanWar)."'° 
A third important difference is that most recent Latino immigrants in the U.S. 
have Imd to learn how to live in the dommant U.S. culture and to speak English since 
immigrating. On the other han4 most FiHpino immigrants had alrealy gone fer toward 
making these adjustments before they ever left the Philippines.^' As one Filipino 
immigrant has said, "Long before the Filipino immigrant, tourist, or visitor sets foot on 
the U.S. continent, she—^her body and sensibility—^has been prepared by the thoroughly 
Americanized culture of the homeland."^^ 
A fourth important difference between the two cultures is that many Filipino 
immigrants have earned high school diplomas, if not some college education, before they 
immigrated.^^ By contrast, most Latino immigrants have arrived with relatively little 
formal education as con^ared to the U.S. society as a -^ole.'* 
A fifth difference is that Filipino immigrants have had their own particular history 
of institutional inferiorization (being "vanquished") within the U.S. Navy itself.   This is 
one particular difference between the two cultures that carries special importance for the 
U.S. Navy chaplam. Culture bears memory, and this relatively recent history continues 
to lurk like an iceterg beneath the surfece of Filipino culture in today's Navy. For this 
re^on, I will now offer a brief summary of this history. 
^° Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz, "Pluralism," in Perspectivas: Hispanic Ministry, 23. Emphasis in tiie original, 
" Bonus, 33. 
" E. San Juan Jr., "Configuring the Filipino Diaspora in the United States," Diaspora 3, No. 2 (Fall 1994): 
117, quoted in Bonus, 25. 
" Bonus, 53. 
^^ Allan Figueroa Deck, S.J., The Second Wave: Hispanic Ministry and the Evangelization of Cultures 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1989), II. 
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In 1898, the PMippines became a U.S. territory. From that time until World War 
II, it was possible for Filipinos to emigrate to the U.S. and then join the U.S. military. 
The Philippines became an independent nation in 1946. The following year, an 
international agreement was executed that allowed Filipino citizens to join the U.S. 
military directly from the Philippines, without having to emigrate first to the U.S. From 
that point on, the majority of those joining the U.S. military cho^ the Navy. Many 
thousands of Filipinos tried to join, because the pay was far more ttai they could make in 
the Philippines.     In fact, "The salary of a Filipino enlistee often placed him among the 
top quarter of his country's wage earners."^* Many of those who appHed had college 
degrees, but they did not admit it, for fear that the Navy would turn them away as being 
overqualified. 
The process of Navy screening and testing took place at Sangley Point in Cavite 
City and Subic Bay in Olongapo City. Only a tiny minority of Filipinos who applied to 
the Navy were accepted. In 1973, only 400 out of 200,000 appHcants were accepted.^* 
Between 1947 and 1970, the only career designation open to the vast majority of 
Filipino sailors was the Steward rating. Basically, stewards did only housekeeping work. 
Their job w^ to set up for meals, cook and clean up afterwards, shine shoes, and clean 
living ^aces for oflBcers. It wm demeaning worL^' Leo Sicat w^ a Chemical Engineer 
who joined the Navy and became a steward. He felt insulted to be working as a 
" Yen le Espiritu, "Filipinos in Ihe U.S. Navy," in Filipino American Lives, ed. Yen le Espiritu 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1995), 1-16. 
^* Ibid., 15. 
" Dario Villa, "I Offended Many Filipinos because I was an FOB," in Filipino American Lives, 169-170. 
" Espiritu, 15. 
" Ibid., 16. See also Matt R. Jardiniano, "Hampton Roads: Filipinos in the U.S. Navy," in Filipino 
American National HistoricaUoumal, Volume 1,1988, ed. Jesus Dizon, Ph.D. (Originally published under 
the name Ala-Ala: Journal of Filipino American History and Culture), 25-27, 
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"waitress".*^ Others had the same experience: "Those who excelled in (Steward) school 
were asked to work for the admirals. Some took the job. Some who know what it was 
like refiised, l^cause an admiral's steward was in essence his personal servant. He 
cooked for (the) admiral's family, fixed the table, did the dishes, picked up after the kids, 
walked the dogs, did the laundry, mowed the lawn."** 
The Navy told them before they enhsted that they would have to become 
stewards. So, why did they join? According to Sicat, "We felt that the nmin thing was to 
join the Navy. Perhaps we thought that we could fight for what we wanted once we were 
already in the U.S.   So we ignored the contract that bound iw into not being able to do 
other work besides stewardship work. We took that gamble."*^ 
Mauricio Comia felt insulted to be working as a steward in the 1960's, because 
the oflBcers would leave their shoes outside their stateroom doore when they went to bed, 
and Comia had to shine them during the night and have them back in place by morning.'*^ 
In 1970, Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, Chief of Naval Operations, changed Navy 
poMcy and made Filipinos eligible for all ratings in the Navy, except those restricted to 
U.S. citizens or native bom citizens. Many Filipino stewards transferred to other ratings 
at that time.^ However, Filipinos continued to feel "inferiorized" for many years, 
because the dominant European American culture and "European American" food at sea 
made the culture seem alien to most Filipino sailors. At sea, they would gather together 
Leo Sicat, "I Sacrificed my Five-Year College Education to Become a Steward," in Filipino American 
Lives, 106. 
*' Jardiniano, 27. 
*^ Sicat, 106. 
"" Chief Mess Management Specialist Mauricio Comia, interview by author, USS BELLEAU WOOD 
(LHA-3), San Diego, California, 1982. USS BELLEAU WOOD is an amphibious assault ship. The letters 
"LHA" indicate the class of ship; they are not an acronym. The number "3" means that BELLEAU WOOD 
was the third ship of its class to be commissioned, 
** Sicat, 109. 
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to speak their languages and cook "Filipino" food, but the rales ^aimt ming 
appropriated food stocks for private, uimuthorizBd consumption nwde this a risky 
business. Some were disciplined for it. Still, the desire to maintain cultural identity 
accounted for many taking that risk. 
In 1992, when the U.S. b^es in the Philippines closed, the international 
^reement allowing Filipino citirom to join the U.S. military directly from the 
Phihppines w^ terminated. Today's remaining Filipino immigrant sailors either joined 
prior to 1992 or thereafter as immigrants. Today, tiiere is a strong cultural identity 
among Filipino immigrant sailors at most Navy activities. One example would be the 
FiUpino community at Naval Air Facihty, Atsugi, Japan, which I mentioned previously. 
There, they gather frequently for femily and cultural celebrations. 
This 20* century history of inferiorization of Filipinos, both in U.S. society at 
large and within the Navy, is relevant because this past history continues even today to 
have a subliminal cultural impact on the Navy Filipino community. The pastor who 
works with Filipinos in today's Navy needs to be consciously aware of this history, 
becaiKe it would be all too easy for a European American pastor working with a largely 
Filipino Navy congregation to consciously or unconsciously assume the role as colonial 
oppressor. Likewise, it would be all too easy for the Filipino parishioners to ^sume the 
role as the colonired. Good ministry demands that we move beyond this, especially 
within the Church! 
A sixth difference between the two immigrant cultures concerm the body of 
contextual theology that has been developed within the Church during the past 30 years. 
At present, the Church's body of contextual theology has l»en much more folly 
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developed for Latinos than it lias been for Filipinos. This is a fimction of numbere. The 
2000 Census recorded 35.3 million persons of Latino ancestry in the U.S., m con^ared to 
only 1.85 million pereons of Filipino ancestiy.*^ Also, there are many doctorate level 
Latino theologiam in the U.S. today, U.S. Latino theology has developed enormoiMly in 
the p^t 30 years; Latino theologians have formed their own professional society.'^ By 
contrast, Filipino U.S. immigrant theology is still in its infancy; today there is only one 
doctorate level Filipino theologian in the U.S.*' 
To siunniari2» Chapter 1, there are a number of important similarities between the 
diverse Latioo and Filipino cultures, to which many sea service parishioners belong. 
Both cultures bear the memory of being vanquished and inferiorized. Popular religious 
devotional e5q)ression allows Latinos and FiHpinos to "process" their culturally 
remembered experiences of inferiorization and to continue to live in the hope that God 
will see them through. There are also a numter of important differences between the two 
cultures. 
*^ Total population of U.S. Latinos: U.S. Census Bureau, Census Brief, May 2001, quoted in U.S. 
Conference of Roman Catholic Bishops, Demographics (Washington, D.C.: United States Conference of 
Roman Catholic Bishops, 2003). http://www.usccb,org/hispanica&irs/demo.htm; Jtotemet; accessed 8 
January 2003, Total population of U.S. FUiplnos: Census 2000, as quoted in U.S, Conference of Roman 
Catholic Bishops, Asian and Pacific Presence: Harmony in Faith, page 5 of 27. 
** In 1988, a number of Latino theologians formed the Academy of Catholic Hispanic Theologians of the 
U.S. (ACHTUS).  For a discussion of ACHTUS and the history of Latino contextual theology in the U.S. 
since 1972, see Eduardo C. Femtadez, La Cosecha: Harvesting Contemporary United States Hispanic 
Theology (1972-1998) (Collegeville, Minn.: Tbe Liturgical Press, 2000), Chapter 2, "The History of U.S. 
Hispanic Theology: 1972-1998," 35-93. 
*' TTiis theologian is Fr. Tito M. Cruz, S.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Practical Theology and 
Education, Franciscan School of Theology, Berkeley, California. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Low Context and High Context Cultures 
What does a European American priest need to consider when he is called upon to 
pre^h and preside at Uturgy with people of different ethnic cultural bac%rounds? The 
U.S. Roman Catholic Church at large has been addressing this challenge in recent 
decades. A number of parishes have ^ttled for a mere recognition that the congregation 
is ethnically diverse. However, merely recognizing diversity without also making 
intentional efforts to accommodate it in the preaching and liturgy is insufficient. In feet, 
to merely acknowledge diversity can be a liability if it fells into the trap of reducing 
liturgical inculturation to the realm of Up service. In such a case, the preaching and 
liturgy will probably he done as if everyone in the pews were members of the dominant 
European American culture. 
Do the members of ethnic minority cultures feel "at home" in the Uturgy? In 
other words, do they feel that their pastor preaches and presides at the Uturgy with their 
culture in mind?  Ethnocentrism could produce a European American style Uturgy that 
imulates itself from minority influence by claiming to be "multiculturaL" Allan Figueroa 
Deck is critical of this, became it no longer seeks to relate to particular cultures but 
simply legitimates superficiality; in this situation the needs of minority cultures are not 
reaUy being met.** The U.S. Roman CathoUc bishops have also pointed out that thk kind 
of reductionism can sometimes operate on the diocesan level when all ethnic ministries 
48 Allan Figueroa Deck, "Multiculturalism as an Ideology," in Perspectivas: Hispanic Ministry^ 31-34. 
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are consolidated into one generic "ethnic ministry" office. U.S. Latinos have expressed 
the concern that thw has the effect of diluting the identity of Latino and other ministries.*' 
Some sort of conceptual categories are needed in order to recognize the practical 
implications that cultural diversity within the congregation has for preaching and liturgy. 
I suggest that the models of "low context" and "high context" ethnic cultures can be 
helpful for thk purpose. 
Edward T. Hall is an anthropologkt known for his work in intercultural 
commimication. He identifies law as a usefUl example of how different cultures aroimd 
the world contextualize things to a greater or lesser degree.* To illustrate. Hall con^ares 
the way law operates in the United States to how it operates in France and Japan. In the 
United States, law has evolved into a low context profession. In other words, only the 
bare fects, stripped of all contextualizing backgroimd infommtion, are allowed into U.S. 
courts as evidence. This is opposed to the way that the French and Japanese legal 
systems operate. There, the courts actively seek to discover the contextimlizing 
circumstances behind the surfece acts that brought these specific people to trial   The 
French and Japanese courts seek to know what kind of human beings were involved in 
the acts, not merely what took place.^' Thus, the pr^tice of law in those two countries is 
a high context profession. By contrast, in the U.S. it is low context. 
Hall says that the U.S. legal system operates out of a krger low context American 
culture that attributes more importance to what is said than to how it is said. His analysm 
*' U.S. Conference of Calholic Bishops, Encmntro andMssion, 21. 
*° Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press/DouWeday, 1981), 105-116. 
" Ibid., 107-8, Hall says on p. 108 that in French courts, everything is heard—including hearsay and 
gossip. Such contextualizing date would be considered irrelevant in American courts. 
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could just as easily be applied to the U.S. military system.^^ The U.S. military is a low 
context culture in many ways. However, it is high context in other ways. 
The military is low context because it insists on uniform standards of dress, 
grooming, technical procedure, and personal behavior. It employs a common language of 
technical terms, acronyms, and slang that are instantly transportable and operative within 
any particular situation or geographical location. Efficient use of material, energy, and 
time are essential to mission acconq)lisliment. Direct communication is valued and 
demanded. Military members miwt he always ready at a moment's notice to go 
anywhere, at any time to carry out a potentially lethal mission. Military members are not 
encouraged to ponder why the mission is necessary or its effects on the individuals who 
find themselves on either the sending or receiving end of any lethal projection of power. 
The military institution cannot make such contextual questions its pruiwry concern; 
military members trust their leaders to consider those things. 
Especially in peacetime, the military environment Is low context.   Service 
membere are trained to do their jobs efficiently, no matter who they are working with, 
what the working conditions are, or how they feel. Of course, military leaders do their 
test to make the environment as pleasant as possible, but mission accomplishment 
doesn't necessarily depend on that. 
" In feet. Hall specifically mentions the military as a possible object of his analysis: "Any of the basic 
cultural systems and subsystems can serve m a focus for observation. These include matters such as 
material culture, business institutions, marriage and the family, social organization, language, even the 
military (all armies bear the stamp of their culture)." Ibid., 106, 
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Edward C, Stewart and Milton J. Bennett have pointed out some typical U.S. 
cultural characterktics.    Among others, they identify the following cultural 
characteristics as quintessentially "American": a tendency to put a higher value on doing 
rather than on beingsoi intellectual framework of gesellschaft; ^ a duaUstic separation of 
work from play; a near-fiiture orientation that places great importance on competition, 
me^urable achievement, and efficient use of time; a tendency at least sometimes to value 
technical skills over people skills; a system that rewards individual effort; and a 
"referential" communication style that seeks to persuade others by giving them technical 
information and logical reasoning. Once the fects have been presented clearly, it is 
assumed that the listener will have to l» persuaded by the logic of the argument. All of 
these char^teristics are very much institutionali2K!d in the military culture, and they can 
be considered low context traits. 
In some ways, however, the military could be thought o^ in Stewart and Bennett's 
terms, m a gemeimchaft ^^ society (what military members might call camaraderie and 
teamwork). The authors also point out that ttore is a social motive called ascription that 
acts as an altemative to ^hievement in some situations. Ascription attributes a person's 
identity to social status, or pkying a role, rather than on achievement. The authors pouit 
to rank structure in the military as an example of "ascription."^^  These gemeimchaft or 
^^ Edward C. Stewart and Milton J. Bennett, American Cultural Patterns: A Cross-Cultural Perspective, 
Revised Edition (Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, Inc, 1991), 7,70-84,154. 
Ibid., 7-8. According to the authors, gesellschaft societies are characterized by rational thought, 
utilitarian standards, and objective reality. 
Ibid,, 7, According to the authors, gemeinschaft societies are those whose social order is based on 
common customs, language, mid m emphasis on the impmlmce of interpersonal social relations. 
' Ibid., 77. Although the authors did not specify clergy as an example of people who might be the objects 
of Mcription, I suggest fliat this application could be made, because within U.S. culture, cler^ are 
generally identified and regarded more by status or role than by achievement. 
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"ascriptive" characteristics, also part of the military culture, can be considered high 
context traits. 
So we see that the military is a complex social institution, in many ways Idw 
context and in some ways high context. However, as Hall points Gut,*' the military bears 
the stamp of its larger culture, so it can be said that the U.S. military is primarily low 
context. At any rate, the question is of practical relevance here in terms of doing Uturgy 
within the military. The low context ^pects of the military tend to predominate in 
peacetime and ^ministrative settings, and the high context aspects tend to predominate 
in operational wartime and deployed settings. Obviously, the chaplain's ministry is 
especially critical in wartime and on the battlefield, but intentional efforts to enhance the 
liturgy in order to minister better to minority ethnic populatioia will l» of much wider 
apphcability in peacetime than in wartime. So, normal peacetime and chapel-centered 
ministry settings can be considered priuMrily low context. 
As every chaplain knows, institutional pressures to make the most eflBcient use of 
time, energy, and money are very real, in both operational and chapel settings. Worship 
services are always limited by time and frequently by space. At sea or in the field, 
operational schedules demand either short, time-efficient worship services or none at all. 
Ashore in a base chapel, chaplains are rushed by the need to en^ty the chapel in time for 
the next scheduled worship services of another feith denomination. The institutioiml 
need for efficiency tends to drive everything associated with the peacetime military into a 
low context fiamework, where the primary objective is to get the job done as efficiently 
as po^ible without concern for context, and then to move on quickly to the next t^k. 
The predictable result is a low context religion, where bare Hturgical rubrics and 
" Hall, 106. 
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efficiency of the spoken word are emphasized, and the aflfective/enviromnental 
dimension of the worship service is deemphasi^. 
As already noted, most Navy priests come from Western European backgrounds. 
Specifically, many come from low context "Northern" cultures, such as Germany, 
Poland, or Ireland, where meaning tends to be constructed analytically/* People from 
these cultures tend to "^y what they mean and mean what they say!" The content of 
what k said is more important to them (and to low context Usteners) than the way it k 
said or the context in which it is said.^' Thk low context ''Northern" culture has more or 
less translated itself into the dominant "European American" culture that has tecome the 
norm in the U.S. and in the U.S. Church, Many, if not most. Navy priests were formed in 
semiimries or reUgious houses where these low context patterns of faith, thought, and 
worship were normative.   This stands to re^on, because most Navy priests come from 
the U.S. and were formed in U.S. seminaries. However, even those Navy priests who are 
not European American were probably formed in seminaries where the European 
American cultural model was dominant.* Accordingly, most Navy priests either grew up 
in or have been formed by low context European American Church culture, so their 
spirituality tends to be expressed in a low context, intellectual way, rather ttoi in a high 
context, affective, and emotional way. 
" Vidal, 258. 
" Stewart and Bennett, 154. 
*" Even today, seminaries within the Philippines are deeply influenced by European American culture, as 
are other Filipino institutions such as government, schools, and imiversities. This is a result of centuries of 
colonialism. For background on this, see Nilda Rimonte, "Colonialism's Legacy: The Infcriorizmg of the 
Filipino," in Filipino Americans: Transformation andl(kntity, ed. Maria P. Root (Thousand Oaks: SAGE 
Publications, 1997), 39-61. In regard to this same issue, Vidal, whose subject is pastoral care for the 
Hispanic population in Newark, NJ., speaks about seminaries in general (not specifically about seminaries 
in the Philippines or any other country) when he says that members of ethnic minorities tend to become 
assimilated into the dominant Church culture and separated from their ovra culture once liiey arrive at the 
seminary: "The seminary as a 'total institution' is a powerfiil tool for assimilation. Those who resist 
assimilation tend to either reject such an mstitution or be rejected by it." Vidal, 252, footnote 39. 
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Yet, as we see, today many Roman Catholic sailors and marines are not European 
American; they are either Latino or Filipino.   If they were mostly European American, it 
would be a relatively simple matter to preach to them. The Latino and Filipino cultures 
are not low context ethnic cultures; they are high context ethnic cultures that construct 
religious meaning not primarily from dogma and ethical principles, but from popular 
reUgion: art, music, poetry, ritual, statues, candles, noveims, and other popular customs.^* 
To put it another way, it can be said that on the one tend, low context cultures tend to 
construct meaning in a linear way, prinarily through the spoken word.   On the other 
hand, high context cultures tend to coiwtruct meaning in a more circular, multisensory, 
extra-verbal, and intuitive way.® 
To summarize this chapter, the influence of ethnic culture on the Church has 
drawn more attention in recent years. Substantive discussion of this issue is much more 
productive than a superficial labeling of the Church as "multicultural." Substantive 
discussion will reveal that the military culture itself is primarily low context, especMly in 
peacetime chapel settings. The European American culture predominant in U.S. society 
at large and in the U.S. Church is low context. Most Navy priests today are products of 
low context Church culture. However, the Latino and Filipino ethnic cultures are high 
context. These cultural patterns of communication and meaning-making carry 
implications for preaching and presiding. 
*' Vidal, 247, where his subject is popular reUgion of Hispanics. For a comparable analysis of the Filipino 
culture, see also Wenifredo B. Vergara, Milkfish in Brackish Water: Filipino Christian Ministry in 
American Context (San Jose: Filipino American Ministry Institute, 1992), 25-26. 
*^ Raul G6mez, SDS, "Preaching the Ritual Masses among Latinos," in Preaching and Culture in Latino 
Congregations, ed. Kenneth G. Davis and Jorge L. Presmanw (Chicago: Liturgy Trainmg Publications, 
2000), 104-107. In this article, Gomez introduces a set of vector diagrams created by Dr. Marina Herrera. 
These diagrams represent how people from different cultures tend to draw conclusions. Accorduig to 
Gdmez, Herrera associates both the Romance/Hispanic and Asian/Chinese cultures with an mdirect mode 
of meanmg-makmg, while the Euro-American mc^el of meaning-making is distinctly linear. 
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CHAPTERS 
Crossir^ Cultural Divides: Communication Patterns and Affective Expression 
The sea service priest and his parishioners share a common low context military 
culture that normally emphasizes efiBciency and direct communication. But the priest 
and many of his parishioners do not share a common ethnic and religious culture. 
Generally q)eaking, his ethnic and religious culture is low context; theirs is high context. 
Naturally enough, chaplains tend to preach in the way most femiliar and comfortable for 
them. Unfortunately, low context preaching will not effectively reach high context 
listeners. James R, Nieman and Thomas G. Rogers interviewed a number of preachers 
who fece the challenge of preaching across ethnic cultural differences. The interviewees 
had experience preaching to "orally sensitive groups" who construct meaning from 
storytelling rather than from reding. Such "orally sensitive groups" can be considered 
"high context" for purposes of this discussion. As Nieman and Rogers point out, "In 
orally sensitive groups, repetition is a valued part of speech because it aids the memory, 
givmg the ears (the only means for reception) more than one chance to hear what is being 
conveyed. There is a greater expect^ion on speakers, therefore, to take their time in 
making points, state them several times over, and deHght in the digressions and 
playftUness of knguage that make speech memorable. These strategies take time, of 
couree, and may seem inefficient to ethnic groups oriented more toward an economy of 
spoken words and the use of efficient, written texts."*^ 
*' James R, Nieman and Thomas G. Rogers, Preaching to Every Pew: Cross-Cultural Strategies 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001), 37. 
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The approach described here could perhaps be thought of ^ preaching to a high 
context culture. It sacrifices efficiency^ for a broato" kind of effectiveness. It may seem 
hard for a low context preacher to do this, but the most efficient sermon in the world will 
not help people who don't ahmrh it. St. Augustine, in De Doctrina Christiana, puts forth 
principles for effective presentation in preaching. He says, "The carefiil pureuit of... 
clarity sometimes leads one to neglect elegant vocabulary and consider not what rounds 
good but what fa good for putting over and making clear wlmt one las to say,.. .What is 
the use of correct speech if it does not meet with the listener's understanding? There is 
no point in speaking at all if our words are not understood by the people."^^ 
Because everyone in the military speaks English, Navy priests will almost always 
preach to sailors, marines, and femilies in English.** This is one significant way in which 
military ministry differs from ministry in civilian parkhes, where preaching and presiding 
are often done in Spanish. 
However, even if the chaplain always (or almost always) preaches in English, 
there will still be other significant cultural barriers to cross. Among these \& the category 
of affective expression. Stewart and Bennett point out that the Latin American culture is 
generally more affectively e^qpressive than the European American culture.*' It K safe to 
** "EfiBciency" as used in this sentence means communicating ideas in as few words as possible, using m 
little time as possible. Verbal eflBciency tends to be a linguistic characteristic of low context cultures but 
not of high context cultures. For example, Gdmez sa^ on p. 106 that "it often takes more words to say 
things in Spanish than in English." 
*' St, Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, trans, and ed. R. P. H. Green, Oxford Early Christian Texts, Gen. 
ed. Henry Chadwick (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), bk. Four, par. 64,66, p. 225. 
** There may be some rare special occasions when a chaplain is called upon to preach and preside in a 
military context with a Latino congregation in Spanish. Kenneth G. Davis offers some helpM advice in 
this regard. See Kenneth G. Davis, "Preaching in Spsmish as a Second Language," m Perspectivas: 
Hispanic Ministry, 90-93, However, such occasions will be rare. Moreover, chaplains will almost never be 
called upon to preach or preside in any other language besides English and, very occasionally, Spanish, 
*' Stewart and Bennett, 151, 
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extend this comparison to the Filipino culture, with the same conclusion,^* 
Comequently, affective ejqjression can be identified as an important issue in cross 
cultural preaching. If a low context speaker is not used to communicating affectively 
when speaking to high context listeners, then he needs to learn to do m. As Vidal points 
out, 'In high context cultures ... fectors of context and feeling are essential to successful 
communication. The high context person or group will not ^similate the message, or be 
motivated to act on it, by the strength of the words alone; if they are to be effective, the 
words must be wrapped in a matrix of tone, emphasis, gesture (fecial and bodily), body 
contact, etc."*' 
Vidal goes on to relate this principle directly to preaching. What he says here of 
Latinos can be extended to preaching with other high context ethnic cultures: 
The same principles apply also to preaching: a cerebral form of preaching, 
which reUes primarily or exclusively on the verbal element, will leave the 
Hispanic worshiper cold and unconvinced. Just as important as the content is the 
context. The preacher must learn to me \m fece, his arms, his whole body, to 
convey and reinforce the meaning of his verbal message: he must rediscover the 
arts of rhetoric, so discredited in current low context circles. Once again this is 
not to be done in a pretentious or overly theatrical way, but preachers from low 
context Imckgrounds must learn to feel comfortable and natural with forms of 
non-verbal communication which will at first seem to them artificial and 
embarrassing. 
This is not meant to inqjly that conteirt is of no importance when 
preaching to Hispanics. It is of course the duty of every priest or dcMson to avoid 
heresy in the content of his homilies, and not only heresy but also triviality and 
simple-minded moralism, and to pre«>h the profound mystery of the Roman 
Catholic faith. But when preaching to Hispanics he must realize that this mystery 
cannot be effectively communicated by a merely verbal explaimtion; it needs to te 
expressed also in "body language." Both in preaching and in celebration, "high 
context" does not mean that content is unimportant, but that meaning M absorbed 
in a holistic way, not only or even mainly from words, but from the total event. It 
may be that the ultimate meaning of the statement that Hi^anics are a "high 
context" people is that they are able to perceive when our tody language and our 
wzy of incarnating a message deny the very words we are uttering, and when 
*'See Vergara, 9-10,23-27. 
® Vidal, 258. 
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these things demonstrate our unconscious, and thus most real, commitment to the 
content of our message. (VidaL, 260-261. EmphMis in the original.) 
To sununarire this chapter, the cross cultural divide tetween the low context 
preacher and his largely high context congregation carries important impMcations for 
preaching and presiding, even if Englkh k the only language ever used. The nonverbal 
element is important in pre^hing and presiding, m is employing an approprkte depee of 
affective expression. Another impHcation for toth preaching and presiding would l» the 




Some Concrete Ways to Move Toward High Contend Preaching and Liturgy 
All priests, including Navy priests, should be concerned with two important 
operating principles in preaching and presiding. 
The fest is the importance of presenting authoritative teaching of the Church's 
Magisterium. Today, many parishioners have little, if any, knowledge of the basic 
doctrines of the feith. The reaUty of the p^toral situation today is tlmt the Sunday 
sermon is probably the only chance priests have to teach any doctrine to the nmjority of 
the people. Sometimes, priests will need to present certain magisterial teachings that 
people will never hear othervme, including the "controversial" magisterial teachings 
against contraception and homosexual activity.   It is quite possible timt most aiult 
parkhioners, who may have attended Sunday Mass all their lives, have never once heard 
these teachings explained or advocated in any forum whatsoever. The world and its 
people need to hear them presented in a fresh and convincing—and high context—way. 
One good example of a fresh way to present magisterial teaching k Pope John 
Paul IPs work The Theology of the Bo^,'° which unpacks and presents the Church's 
doctrine on human sexuality in a new, refreshing, and positive way. Instead of presenting 
this doctrine in a negative way. The Theolo^ of the Body shows how the human person 
is body and soul, and how self-giving sex between spouses is body language that ratifies 
"in the flesh" the con^lete personal donation called for by sacramental marriage. This 
theology builds on the principle of the fimdamental unity between body and soul. 
'° Pope John Paul II, The Theology of the Body: Human Love in the Divine Plan (Boston: Pauline Books & 
Media, 1997), 63-64. 
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Thk particular example is relevant to this project, because the Latino and Filipino 
cultures within the U.S. Church are in a strong position to absorb and teach the revealed 
truth about ^xuality and the human person to a contemporary dominant U.S. culture that 
sees sex in terms of a dualktic separation tetween body and soul. Eduardo C. Femtodez 
points out that several Latino theologians have said that the U.S. Latino Church culture 
acts, and will act, m a prophetic presence within the U.S. Roman Catholic Church at 
large. This is precisely because the Latino component of the U.S. Church is not afflicted 
with the spiritual secularism and individualism prevalent in the dominant U.S. culture.^^ 
I would carry this valuable insight fiirther, to argue that the Latino culture takes a 
more holistic view of the human person than the dominant European American culture 
does.  The ^x-saturated culture in the U.S. operates out of a Eurocentric, secular, and 
duaUstic thought process, but the Latino culture h^ not (yet) been "converted" to it. 
Consequently, the Latino culture can art as a prophetic witness, to teach the dominant 
European American culture that the body and soul are integrated and not dualistically 
separated. Thus, we may soon hear the firet "popular" advocacy of magisterial teachings 
in this important area from Latino theologians. It could also be that such advocojy will 
soon come from Filipino or other Asian American theologians. As Vergara points out, 
FiMpino culture and Asian American culture emphasize hoMstic ("embracive") unity of 
the human person, while contenqjorary Exiropean American dominant U.S. culture is 
generally dualistic.'^ Peter C. Phan has said that "sacred texts and ethical and spiritual 
practices of ^ian reUgions... have nourished and slmped the spirituality of Asian 
people for thousands of years before the coming of Christianity to their lands and 
^' Fernandez, 31-33. 
'^ Vergara, 9. 
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continue to do so .... The sacred texts, together with innumerable commentaries upon 
them, serve as an inexhaustible fouirtain of wisdom for Chrktian theology. In addition, 
the ethical and spiritual practices prescribed by these reHgions can enrich the moral 
teachings as well as the spiritual practices of Christmmty." 
Therefore, a fresh, new, and positive presentation of the Church's ancient 
magisterial teachings could very well find better soil among today's high context hearers 
than among today's low context hearers. The long-term result could be a wonderfiil 
witness to the U.S. Church at large, coming through the hoHstic spirituahty of the high 
context Latino and Filipino cultures. 
A second important operating principle in presiding m that it is neither necessary 
nor desirable to take inappropriate liberties with the Mass rubrics. The liturgy does not 
belong to the presider or to the local community; it belongs to the universal Church. The 
liturgy must feithfuUy follow the rubrics of the Roman ritual as approved and 
promulgated by The Roman Missal]^ However, the local pastor does have the latitude to 
^apt the liturgy in appropriate ways. 
At this point, it is important to recognize first that there are many opportunities 
outside the Hturgy to honor the popular religious devotions of high context people.   For 
example, the priest can encourage the people to pray novenas before or after Mass; to 
pray to saints, to the Blessed Mother, or to Jesus in the homes of the people; to organic 
'^ Peter C. Phan, "Introduction," in Journeys at the Margin: Toward an Autobiographical Theolo^ in 
American-Asian Perspective, ed. Peter C. Phan and Jung Young Lee (CoUegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical 
Press, 1999), xvii. 
'* "The priest must remember that he is the servant of the sacred Liturgy, and that he himself is not 
permitted, on his own mitiative, to add, remove, or to change anything in the celebration of the Mass." The 
Roman Missal: Institutio Generalis Missalis Romani (Washington, D.C.: National Conference of Roman 
Catholic Bishops, 2000), par. 24, p, 7. See also Vatican Council II, "No other person whatsoever, not even 
a priest, may add, remove, or change anything in the liturgy on their own authority." The Constitution on 
the Sacred Liturgy, m The Sixteen Basic Documents: Vatican II Constitutions, Decrees, Declarations, ed. 
Austin Flannery, O.P. (Northport, N.Y.: Costello Publishing Company, 1996), par. 22, p. 127. 
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outdoor processions; and to incorporate popular devotions in social events. These 
popular devotions are not necessarily superstitious, and there seems to be no good re^on 
for a pastor to try to suppress them. In fact, they can offer good starting points for fiirther 
teaching, preaching, and evangelizing. 
However, two thirds must be remembered. First, liie popular devotions of the 
people are valuable in themselves, apart from any catechesis that may be developed from 
them. As discussed in Chapter 1, popular reUgion offers a privileged medium for high 
context pa>ple to express their cultural religious experience and their hopes for the ftiture. 
Second, there is also a phce within the liturgy for popular devotions, even within the 
Sunday liturgy. 
The Vatican II document Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy appears to encourage 
cultural adaptation of the Hturgy: "The Christian people's devotions, provided they 
conform to the laws and noruB of the church, are to be highly recommended, especially 
when they are authorized by the ApostoMc See. Devotions authori2Bd by bishops in 
particular churches according to law&Uy approved customs or books are also held in 
special esteem. But such devotions should be so drawn up that they harmonic with the 
liturgical seasom, accord with the sacred hturgy, are in some way derived from it, and 
le^ the people to it, since in fact the liturgy by its very nature is fer superior to any of 
them."'' The Council goes on to say, "Even in the hturgy the church does not wish to 
impose a rigid uniformity in matters which do not affect the faith or the well-being of the 
entire community. Rather does it cultivate and foster the qualities and talents of the 
various races and nations. Anything in people's way of life which is not indissolubly 
bound up with superstition and error the church studies with sympathy, and, if possible. 
'' Vaticaa Council n, The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, par. 13, p. 123-124. 
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preserves intact. It sometimes even ^mits such things into the liturgy itself, provided 
they harmonize with its trae and authentic spirit."'^ 
Arturo P6rez, interpreting the intention of the Council fethers in Has matter, says, 
"Since the Comtitution on the Sacred Liturgy... has called us not only to adapt a few 
externals of the rite, but to strive to truly inculturate the worship into the various cultures 
of the world, we may have to rethink the nature of this rite's genius. Perhaps at the 
present time the Roman liturgy is recognizable as a human being, but an unnamed hunmn 
being test understood as a kind of skeleton which is without a specific identity. It k not 
until it takes on the flesh and blood of a Hving culture that this rite comes to Hfe and 
effectively calls us to life in Christ."" 
Anscar Chupungco says that one of the Mturgist's jobs is to figure out how to 
incorporate elements of popular religious practices appropriately into the hturgy in local 
church communities where popular religion thrives vigorously.'* He argues ebewhere 
that, while prudence is obviously needed in cultural adaptation of the liturgy, such 
adaptation has been part of the Church's tradition fi-om her beginnings.'' In feet, he says, 
"Liturgical adaptation is a theological imperative arising fi-om the event of the 
incarnation."*^ 
If the reader accepts the argument n^e in Chapter 1 that popular religion is not 
necessarily superstitious, we can turn now to other possible objections to incorporating 
popular reUgious devotiom into the Hturgy. 
'* Ibid., par. 37, p. 131. 
" Arturo Perez, Popular Catholicism: A Hispanic Perspective (Washington, D.C.: The Pastoral Press, 
1988), 20. 
^' Anscar J. Chupungco, OSB, Liturgical Inculturation: Sacramentals, Religion, and Catechesis 
(Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1992), 119. 
" Anscar J, Chupungco, OSB, Cultural Adaptation of the Liturgy (New York: Paulist Press, 1982), 3-41, 
*° Ibid., 87. 
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One objection might be that popular devotions of a specific culture are helpM 
only for people of that particular culture. In other words, the concern might be that 
worshippers from different cultures wOl feel left out One possible amwer might be that 
incorporating elements of one culture's popular devotions into the common liturgy might 
be a wonderfal opportunity to propo^ the devotion(s) m something helpM for everyone, 
not only for people of that particular culture. For example, the feast day of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe, December 12, has been put on the liturgical calendar for all countries in the 
Americas, as she is the patroness of all America (and also of the Philippines). This is an 
ej^mple of a "Mexican" feast day that has been deemed by the U.S. Roman Cathohc 
Bishops to te of significant importance for everyone, not just for Mexicans.   The same 
ratioimle could be applied on a local level to some other Latino popular devotions, as well 
as to some Filipino popular devotions. 
Another possible objection might be that including popular devotions vdthin the 
liturgy requires too much time.   However, the nm of art, environment, sacred images, 
special music, or other forms of popular reHgion would not necessarily make the liturgy 
longer. It may even be possible to use some of these things in a worship space slwred 
with other denominations. 
Another possible objection might be that the priest or even the lay people 
themselves do not fiiHy understand the background and meaning of the devotions, 
therefore they cannot be that important. However, while it may be true enough that the 
priest or the people themselves do not fiilly understand the background and meaning of 
the devotions, they are still of tremendous importance to the people on an intuitive level. 
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The priest should always work with the laity to identify those popular devotions 
that are deemed important enough to incorporate into the liturgy. Once the most 
important devotiom have been identified, a committee of lay people could work with the 
priest to research the history and meaning of the devotion in order to present it 
beforehand to the congregation at large. Extra work will be required, but m Chupungco 
says, "We need to give credibility and respectability to the efforts of liturgical pluralism 
by invoking serious methodology. Multiethnic Uturgies are not a child's play."*^ 
As already stated, it is neither necessary nor desirable to take inappropriate 
liberties with the Mass raWcs. The appropriate places to incorporate elements of popular 
religion into the Mass would be the opening procession, after the greeting, in the sermon, 
during the oflfertoiy, after the Prayer after Communion, and the recessional. Liturgical 
music also can be well used in the service of popular religion   However, the priest or 
some other qualified person needs to explain any liturgical adaptations made to the 
liturgy. The explanation should be offered the week before, outside of the sermon. 
Again, lay involvement is essential, both to identify and to research the selected 
devotions, and to plan the liturgy. 
While it is true that military chapel facilities are shared by all faith groups and 
thus cannot permanently accommodate large statues or other works of Roman Catholic 
art, it still may be possible to cany in or set up small works of art that can be used for a 
single Roman Catholic Mass and then removed afterward. Such art makes visual 
preaching possible.*^ High context cultures will respond well to vmial preaching. 
^' Anscar J. Chupungco, OSB, Worship: Progress and Tradition (Beltsville, MD: The Pastoral Press, 
1995), 171. 
*^ See Jaime Lara, "Visual Preaching: The Witness of Our Latin Eyes," in Preaching and Culture in Latino 
Congregations, 75-92. 
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because it is multisensory. Many base chapels today Imve the capability to project 
Power|X)iiit or photo images onto a screen for use during M^s. 
Another possibility is to use ordinary, nonreligious objects as "props" to illustrate 
a point. Even if the object is not sacred, it can still offer an opportunity for visual 
preaching that can he quite effective. One example from my experience is the use of 
large stones in the sanctuary on the First Sunday of Lent, to call to mind the desert setting 
of Jesus' fasting. 
Juan Sosa points out that saints are very important in popular religion: "In 
popular religion or piety, the stories of the saints embody the living gospel of the Lord in 
ways that poorly celebrated Hturgies, official as they are, do not After all, it is this 
communion of saints that we mention in our Creed and in which we, the church on its 
way to eternity, rejoice and find meaning and hope for the journey."*^ 
In the same article, Sosa i»ints out that Ronran liturgy alre^y offers very rich 
and multisensory sacramentals, such as the blessing of candles on the Feast of the 
Presentation of Jesus (February 2), the blessing of throats on the feast day of St. Blase 
(February 3), ashes on Ash Wednesday, and palna on Palm Sunday. These sacramentals 
are multisensory, and they lend themselves very powerftiHy to effective preaching with a 
high context audience.*^ I would add to this list the UK of holy water whenever 
appropriate, advent wreaths, and the Christmas creche. Any visual or multisensory 
element in the liturgy can provide a concrete point of reference for effective cross- 
cultural prcMihing to a high context congregation. 
*' Juan J. Sosa, "Preaching and Popular Religion," in Preaching and Culture in Latino Congregations, 100, 
" Ibid., 98. 
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I interviewed three Roman Catholic clergymen from the Bay Area who regularly 
preach to predominantly Filipino congregations.*^ All three agreed ttet the majority of 
Filipinos in their pews are largely uncatechized; most have very limited theological or 
catechetical knowledge of the Roman Catholic faitii. However, my interviewees agreed 
that it is possible for a low context preacher to successfully preach to Filipinos. 
Successful preaching with this ethnic group should have certain general characteristics: 
1) It should be concrete.** 
2) It should touch on their cultural sense of pain and suffering. 
3) It should support strong femily values. 
4) It should respect and incorporate |X)pular Filipino devotiom. 
5) It should preach to the heart, not just to the head. 
6) It diould make reference to the Blessed Mother and other saints. 
7) It should display an authentic sense of humor. 
8) It should offer hope. 
9) It should offer some amount of substantive catechesis, but not too much for the 
people to handle at one sitting. 
10) It should use personal illustrations or stories from the preacher's life. 
11) It might incorporate "props". 
These same "high context" characteristics can be extended to preaching with 
Latino wingregations. 
Chupungco has pointed out another option for incorporating popular religion into 
the liturgy. This is the principle of dynamic equivalence. Dynamic equivalence, 
Chupungco says, "operates through the assimilation of the characteristic traits, not the 
fonm, of popular rehgion,"    Instep of adding elements into the liturgy or replacing 
certain elements of the Mass with completely different elements of popular religion (e.g.. 
*' Fr. Geoffrey Bar^n, interview by author, Antioch, California, 16 October 2002; Msgr. Fred Bitanga, 
interview by author, San Francisco, California, 17 October 2002; Deacon Steven Budnik, interview by 
author, Fremont, California, 23 October 2002. 
'* Concrete subjects are real people, places, events, or things. By contrast, abstract subjects are generally 
intellectual principles or doctrines. 
*' Chupungco, Liturgical Inculturation: Smramentals, Religion, and Catechesis, 122. 
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substituting no vena prayers for the intercessions at Mass), the principle of dynamic 
equivalence tries to imbue the liturgy with the spirit of populM reUgion, with the goal to 
make tiie liturgy less rigid, warmer, more human, and more dyimmic.** Chupungco 
provides the exanq)le of the Opening Prayer for the Christmas Mass during the day. He 
rightly points out that this prayer as provided in the Sacramentary is too bland for the 
major feast day of Christmas, because it does not even allude to the birth of Christ.*' 
Chupungco proposes substituting an equivalent prayer from Lovasik's Treasury of 
Novenas.^^ 
The appendix of this project contains photos and brief descriptions of some 
popular Latino and Filipino reMgious devotions. 
When preaching to a high context congregation, the priest must know the lived 
reaHty of his people and preach to it. High context listeners have Httle capacity to absorb 
abstr^t sermons that are not evidently relevant to their Hved experience. One good way 
to emure that the sermon speate to the lived e^qjerience of the listeners is to solicit /ay 
involvement in its formation. This is not a new idea. Twenty years ago, the U.S. Roman 
Catholic bishops recommended use of a homily preparation group involving lay 
"Ibid., 121-131. 
*' "Lord God, we praise you for creating man, and still more for restoring him in Christ. Your Son shared 
our weakness: may we share his glory, for he lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, 
forever and ever." The Sacramentary (New York: Roman Catholic Book Publishing Co., 1985), 44. 
^ "In Your Crib I see the most wondrous love that ever was—Ihe love of God humbling Himself so low to 
beg the love of our hearts. Give me Ihe grace to love You in return vdfli a deep, true, personal love,... 
May I come eagerly and often to unite myself closely to You in Your Sacrament of Love. The Church shall 
be my Bethlehem; the altm-, the crib; the sacred species of bread and wine, the swaddling clothes by which I 
can recognize You as my God, and under which I can, as Mary and Joseph and the shepherds di4 take You 
into my arms; yes, even receive You into my heart—a grace which even the Angels envy me.  Jesus, from 
the crib You teach the world the true dignity of humility. Poverty, suffering, and humiliation stmd by Your 
cross and by Your crib." Lawrence 0. Lovasik, S.V.D., Treasury ofNovenas (New Jersey: Roman Catholic 
Book Publishing Co., 2000), 34. 
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parishioners.'* Fr. Kenneth G. Davis has found this method indispensable in preaching to 
the hearts of his high contort listeners.''^ Mark Luisa Iglesias, SC, agrees that small 
groups offer valuable opportunities for homilists to learn from their people how^ the word 
of God concretely impacts their Hves.'^ It would be quite possible to do this on a ship, in 
the field, or in a base chapel setting. Bible sharing and bible study sessions are always 
popular with sailors and marines (and families). It would not be hard to attract at le^t a 
few people, especially if the Chaplain were to reveal that he needs their help in deciding 
on a topic for the foEowing Sunday's sermon. A chaplain who invites his people to sit 
down with him and reflect on the upcoming Sunday scriptures, even if only for an hour a 
week, is likely to hear things from them that he would never have considered on his own. 
Davis ojffers another valuable insight about cross-cultural preaching to a high 
context audience.   He introduces the concepts of incongruity and suspended meaning, 
saying that high context congregations need to hear the word of God reflected in their 
own life stories. Davis says tlmt incongruity is inherent in the human condition. Low 
context people, who are typically better educated and thus more affluent, normally Imve 
the social resources to anesthetic thenMelves to life's incongruity. Therefore, they do 
not necessarily need to hear incongruity addressed in the sermon. On the other Iwnd, 
high context people, who are typically not as educated and thus generally less affluent, 
normally do not tove the social means to anesthetic themselves to life's incongruity. 
" National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Fulfilled in Your Hearing: The Homily in the Sunday Assembly 
(Washington, D.C: United States Catholic Conference, 1982), 36-39. 
'^ Kenneti) G. Davis, OFM Conv, "Preaching in Spanish as a Second Language," in Perspectivas: Hispanic 
Ministry, 90-93, 
'^ Maria Luisa Iglesias, SC, "Participative Preaching: Laity as Co-Authors of the Homily," in Preaching 
and Culture in Latino Congregations, 62-74. 
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Thus, they need to hear their lived e}q>erience addressed in the sermon.'* A Navy 
chaplain might see how this principle translates into the rank structure of military life. 
Many low context listeners are people senior in rank, who enjoy the social means to 
anesthetic thenaelves (at least somewhat) to the incongruities of daily life.'* On the 
other hand, most high context listeners are people of lower rank, who do not enjoy the 
social means necessary to miesthetize themselves at all to life's incongruities. They need 
to see and hear their own hardships and their own world view echoed in the word of God. 
According to Dams, once the incongruity h^ first been established, the preacher 
goes on to an analysis of what lies beneath it. The analysis, rooted in prayer and 
spirituality, exposes the felled ideologies of the world and identifies what can and cannot 
be done about the incongruity. Finally, the preacher resolves the incongruity in light of 
Christian revelation.'^ 
Such a framework seems to ojBfer real possibilities for preaching to high context 
sailors and marines. Examples of incongruity are abimdant in the military setting. Two 
examples might be the incongruities between the ideals of youth and the reaUty of the 
himian condition, and those between the letter of the law and the way things really get 
done.   Analysis ofincongruity does not have to be highly intellectual. With preparation, 
it can be presented concretely and sunply. And to what better sources of revelation can 
the chaplain look for resolution of the incongruity, than to sacred scripture and the 
sw;raments of the Church? 
'* Kenneth G. Davis, OFM Conv, "Cross-Cultural Preaching," in Preaching and Culture in Latino 
Congregations, 58. 
In operational settings, senior people normally have a little more privacy and comfort in messing and 
berthing. Their government quarters are also more comfortable. In general, senior people make more 
money, so they can afford to pay for a higher standard of living. 
'*Davis, "Cross-Cultural Preaching," 59-60. This pattern of preachmg was introduced m 1980 by Eugene 
L. Lowry. See The Homiletical Plot: The Sermon as Narrative Art Form, exp. ed. (Louisville, Kentucky: 
Westminster John Jtnox Press, 2001). 
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Thus, popular religion does not necessarily mean long or involved commitment to 
con^lex forms of drama, dance, or processioiL It can simply mean a commitment to a 
few realistic things: an honest recognition that most Navy preachers are low osntext 
people while many or most Ronmn Catholic hsteners are high context; a recognition of 
the power of multisensory communication in the sermon; an openness to incorporating 
selected elements of popular religion appropriately into the liturgy; a new appreciation of 
the power of the Communion of Saints and sacramentals that are alreoiy employed in 
the Uturgy; an openness to the possibility of lay involvement in the selection of the 
sermon topic; and a willii^ness to address the incongruity in people's Uves directly and 
concretely. 
To summari2K this chapter, there are a number of ways to bring the popular 
rehgious life of the people into parish life, into the preaching, and into the liturgy as 
presider, without taking inappropriate liberties with the Mass rubrics. The result vdll 
surely te a good product—parish ministry and liturgy that honor the high context 




In his own personal identity, the Navy priest is a bridge between cultures. He has 
one foot in his own culture and one foot in the culture of his people. The chaplain Uves 
with the officers but shares the lives of the crew. To the officers, he represents the 
enlisted. To the enlisted, he represents the officers. To the sailor, he speaks for Mom 
and Dad. To the sailor's Mom and Dad, he speaks for the military. To the Church, he 
represents the military. To the military, he represents the church. When he speaks to his 
people, he speaks for God. When he speaks to God, he speaks for his people. 
The chaplain has been called by God to reach across cultures in a unique way. 
The sailors and marines who come from high context cultures have to carry the burden of 
adapting themselves to the low context military environment in which they hve and work. 
However, as Kenneth Davis points out, high context people should not have to carry that 
burden when they come to worship services and listen to a sermon preached by their 
pastor. The responsibility for bridging the culture gap in church beloi^s to the 
preacher. 
St. Augustine says that preaching h^ three purposes: to instruct, to delight, and to 
move.'* He says, "The first of these three, the need to instruct, relates to the subject- 
matter of our discourse, the other two to the style we use. A speaker wishing to instruct 
should not think that he has communicated what he wishes to communicate to the person 
he wishes to instruct until he is understood. Even if he has said what he himself 
" Kenneth G. Davis, OFM Conv, "Still Gringo After All These Years," in Bridging Boundaries: The 
Pastoral Care of U.S. Hispanics, 108-109. 
'^ St. Augustine, bk. Four, par. 74, p. 229. 
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understands, he should not yet think that he has conununicated with the person who foils 
to underetand him; but if he has been understood, then, no matter how he has spoken, he 
has communicated."'' 
According to Canon Law, the pastor's first responsibihty is to imtruct his people 
in the truths of the feith, especially throu^ the homily. '*"' To Iw sure, the people in the 
pews are under-catechized at best and uncatechi^d at worst. At the same time, however, 
their capacity to absorb intellectual concepts is limited. Priests do need to teach in 
Sunday sermons, but the teaching needs to be concrete and understandable, and it needs 
to be presented in a way that high context listeners can absorb. It's safe to say that the 
most important thing low context priests can do to bridge the culture gap in order to reach 
high context congregations is to piemh and preside on the level of the peoples' faith, 
rather than on the level of abstract theology or doctrine. 
Priests carry as much responsibility for the context of sermons as for their content, 
and they must put as much effort into preparation for effective deMvery as they do for 
content. Therefore, in order to preach and preside most effectively to the majority of the 
Roman Catholic sailors and marines within the culture of today's military, the Navy 
priest must be able to transcend the military culture in a very profound and personally 
challenging way. Of course sermons must have sound doctrine and good content, but 
they must also be deHvered, and the Mass must be celebrated, with appropriate affective 
expression. Moreover, they must incorporate high context communication techniques 
and appropriate elements ofthe peoples'popular religion. What will be the result? The 
"Ibid. 
'°° ne Code of Canon Law: A Text and Commentary, ed. Janes A. Coriden, Thomas J. Green, and Donald 
E. Heintschel (New York: Paulist Press, 1985), Canon 528, p. 426. 
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preaching and presiding will not be as "efficient" as they would be for a congregation 
comprised of only low context people. 
The prevailing culture of the military—perhaps the very culture that was critical to 
the construction of a preacher's personal identity before he berame a priest—does not 
encourage affective ejq)ression, and it certainly does not encourage any form of 
"inefficiency." However, the use of affective expression, high context communication 
techniques, and elements of popular religion is essential if the priest is to preach the 
gospel effectively.  High context listeners (and, one smpects, many low context listeners 
m well) want and need sermons and liturgies that engage feelings, emotions, and cultural 
memory, as well as the intellect. Priests are called to incorporate the affect, to pre^h and 
preside nonverbally as well as verbally, emotionally as well as intellectually—to preach 
and preside contextually—if sermons and liturgies are to be relevant to the people. 
Is high context preaching and presiding e^y? Absolutely not! It will take extra 
work in its preparation and execution. Moreover, the priest can probably expect to 
alienate a few of his low context listeners by committing the "sin" of inefficient use of 
time in liturgy. To compHcate matters, those low context listeners are likely to include 
some high ranking and powerftil officers. In fact, one of them may even be responsible 
for writing the priest's annual fitness report! Still, the call k there to take the risk by 
preaching and presiding in a high context way. Jesus Christ, the Great High Priest, will 
send the Holy Spirit to those who ask, m order to supply them with ^^lat they need to 
shepherd the flock entrusted to them. The grace of ordiimtion is there to assist a low 
context priest who struggles to preach in a high context way. As St. Paul says, "My 
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message and my proclamation were not with pereuasive [words of] wisdom, but with a 
demonstration of spirit and power/'*"' 
This project has so far presented a theoretical discussion of the ksues involved 
when a low context priest prew^hes and presides with high context congregations. The 
next section will take the reader beyond the theoretical into the pr^ical, to provide the 
reader an opportunity to see how the idcM heretofore considered can apply "on the deck 
plates" of actual preaching and presiding. 
"" 1 Cor. 2:4 NAB 
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PRACTICAL PREACHING AND PRESIDING EXERCISE 
This section will take the reader through a practical exercise. For this I arranged 
two cross-cultural liturgies. I preached and presided once to a predominantly Latino 
congregation and once to a predominantly Filipino congregation.  Both Masses were in 
English. In each exerci^, a small group of observers attended, in order to offer me 
critical and constructive feedback.*"^ A p^toral theologian, a liturgfet, and a priest with 
40 years p^oral experience attended tbe M^s with the Latino c»ngregation.   A 
dififerent pastoral theologian, the same liturgist, the same priest with 40 years pastoral 
experience, and the Director for the FiUpino Apostolate for the Archdiocese of San 
Francisco attended the Mass with the Filipino congregation. While it was not possible to 
do these events in a military setting, the civilian parish settings chosen were very good 
representatives of Latino and Filipino culture, respectively. 
Of course, every Navy priest does cross cultural preaching and presidmg every 
week in his duty station, but the practical exercke m analyzed here was designed to 
reveal several aspects of the process that may not normally be analy^d. These include 
the process of researching ("exegeting") the congregatiom, developing the sermon, 
intentionally incorporating techniques designed to appeal to high context congregations, 
developing a feedback form to give to the observers, and reviewing the comments I 
received from them. 
It will be helpful for the re^er to remember that the challenge facing a low 
context preacher and presider in a high context situation is to communicate the gospel 
message on a nonverbal, affective level as well as on a verbal level. This involves much 
*°^ The feedback comments were discussed later outside the liturgy at formal sessions. 
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more than adapting the content of the sermon; adjustments will need to be made in the 
preacher's way of communicating himself. Adjustments in these personal areas take 
time, because they involve the unconscious realm of the preacher's persoimlity. I am a 
low context peimjn; this exercise was very valuable in pointing out my unconscious 
tendencies to preach and preside in a low context way. This chapter could help other low 
context preachers who want to find concrete ways to work toward more effective 
preaching and presiding with high context congregations. 
This exercise will reveal that I made a few basic errors in my interpretation of 
Roman CathoUc theology or homiletic or hturgical praxis that supercede categories of 
context. (Of course, such errors are to be corrected pron^tly and avoided in the fiiture 
when preaching or presiding with any congregation.) While I have included them in my 
analysis, having made no attempt to hide them from the reader, I ask the reader to 
remember that attention to this kind of error is not the purpose of this project. 
Rather, the purpose of this project is to analyze error or weakness of context. This 
kind of error or weakness is less glaringly obvious and may actually seem very minor. 
However, nonverbal communication is of critical importance when working with high 
context congregations. These weaknesses of context cannot, of course, be "corrected" 
after only two preaching and presiding events, tecause they involve the unconscious 
reahn of the personality. For a priest from a low context background, progress in these 
areas can only be made over time. Still, a priest's growth in these important areas is 
worth his test efforts, because this is truly the work of evangeli2ation. 
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Latino Congregation 
On March 16,2003,***^ I preached and presided with a predominantly Latino 
congregation at Mary Help of Christmns Church in Oakland, California, a mission church 
of St Elizabeth's Parish in Oakland. In order to research (or "exegete") the congregation 
at Maiy Help of Christians, I attended Mass there on the Sunday three weeks before I was 
scheduled to preach. I observed the congregation of q)proxiniately 120 people, and I 
noted that nearly all of the people were Latino. The people were of all ages, from 
newborn babies to elderly. Discussion with the P^tor revealed that the people were 
mostly working class; many are construction workers, carpenters, or janitors. Most of the 
people were there with their femilies. I concelehrated Mms there on the Sunday tefore I 
was scheduled to preside, and the presiding priest introduced me to the congregation. I 
stayed for refreshments after Mass in order to meet some of the people. 
I tried to preach in a concrete way. '°^ The focus of the sermon w^ that Jesus' 
glory, normally hidden but briefly revealed at the Tramfiguration, is present but hidden 
in the Eucharist, The ftmction of the sermon was to encourage the people to receive the 
Eucharist frequently, with faith, reverence, and trust. The sermon included a narrative 
element, where I played the part of St. James at the Transfiguration; using a "pie plate" 
size communion host m a visual aid; and reading one page out of the autobiography of 
'" March 16,2003, was the Second Sunday in Lent, Year B. Lectionary readings were Genesis 22:1-2,9a, 
10-13,15-18 (The sacrifice of Abraham); Psalm 116:10.15,16-17,18-19 (I will walk before the Lord, in 
the land of the living); Romans 8: 31b-34 (God did not spare his own Son); Mark 9:2-10 (Transfiguration 
of Jesus), 
'"* Concrete subjects are real people, places, events, or things. By contrast, abstract subjects are generally 
intellectual principles or doctrines. 
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Vietnamese Cardinal Francis Xavier NguySn Van Thuan, wlio was imprisoned in a 
Vietname^ government prison camp for 13 years. 
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Sermon 
Today's gospel passage tells us 
that Jesus took Peter, James, and John up the mountain with him, 
and he w^ traiMfigured before their eyes. 
We can't really imagine what that must have been Hke, 
but we have St. James here with us today, and I'd like to invite him to tell us about \m 
experience. 
("St. James" speaks from the sanctuary step) 
Thank you, Fr. Bill. 
Jesus had called us to follow him by the Sea of Gahlee, 
and we followed him, 
and we got to know him (we thought). 
We saw him heal the sick and cast out demons, 
he even fed five thousand people on a few loaves and fishes. 
So, we knew he was not an ordinary man, 
but nothing prepared IK for that day when 
Jesus took the three of us up a high mountain, 
and he completely changed! 
All of a sudden, he vfd& glorious! 
He didn't look like a normal man anymore! 
His clothes became so white! 
His fece shone like the sun! 
We thought we knew him before, 
but we didn't. 
Those few minutes on the moimtain 
showed IB the power and the glory of Jesus 
that he normally kept hidden beneath the himible appearance of an ordinary man. 
We've seen him as he really is now, 
and we won't forget it... ever! 
Our Uves will never be the same now. 
(Fr. Bill speaks from pulpit) 
Thank you, St. James. 
(To people:) 
In those days, Jesus concealed his true power and glory 
behind the appearance of a regular man, 
jiwt a plain old carpenter from Nazareth. 
But on that mountain, 
James saw for a few minutes who he really was. 
He revealed his true glory. 
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Today, Jesus will also be present in our midst— 
and this time Fm not kidding!-- 
and he will conceal his true power and glory 
tehind the humble appewance of ordinary bread and wine. 
But behind that appearance is a real person of awesome glory and power! 
(Hold up large communion host) 
This is ordinary bread. 
But in a few minutes, 
after the Eucharistic prayer, 
it will become the Body of Christ. 
The Eucharist doesn't look like anything special. 
It just looks like ordinary bread and wine. 
And it tastes like ordinary bread and wine. 
In feet, if we didn't know better, we would say for sure that 
the Euclmrist is bread and wine. 
But we know better. 
We have faith that it isn't bread and wine anymore. 
Our feith is that a miracle happens at the Mass, 
Before it's consecrated, it is ordinary bread and wine. 
But after consecration, it isn't bread and wine anymore; 
it's Ibe Body and Blood of Christ. 
The glory of Jesus Christ, 
the same glory that was normally concealed from James, 
under the appearance of an ordinary man, 
that was made visible for an instant on the moimtain, 
that same glory is here in the consecrated host, 
although it's hidden under the appearance of ordinary bread. 
But don't let it fool you.., it's the most powerfiil thing on earth. 
Cardinal Francis Xavier NguySn Van Thuan 
who died just tet year, 
was a Vietnamese Cardinal in the Church. 
He was the Archbishop of Saigon, South Vietnam, 
when ihe Conmiunists took over the country in 1975. 
He was locked up in a government prison for 13 years. 
He recounts Ms experiences in his book 
Testimony of Hope. ^^^ 
"" Cardinal Francis Xavier NguySn VM Thuan, Testimony of Hope: The Spiritual Exercises of John Paul 
11, trans. Julia Mary Darrenkamp, FSP and Anne Eileen Heflfeman, FSP (Boston: Pauline Books and 
Media, 2000), 132-133. 
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In this book, he talks about his experience with the Eucharkt in the prison camp. 
Here is what he says: 
(read excerpts from book, telling the story of Cardinal Van Thnfin 
secretly celebrating Mass in his bunk in prison camp. 
The Eucharktic presence was very powerful in the prkon camp.) 
Of course, our situation here is very different from the Cardinal's situation. 
Here, we are not in prison. 
We have free access to church and to the Mass. 
Jesus does not want us to carry the Eucharist around in our shirt pocket. 
He wants us to receive the Eucharist and eat 
The Eucharist is Jesus Christ. 
His glory was once concealed under the appearance of an ordinary man, 
and it w^ only revealed once on earth, for a few brief seconds on the mountain, 
in the presence of James and two other disciples. 
The Euclarist continues his presence on earth. 
It conceals his power and glory. 
It appears to be just ordinary bread and wine, 
but it is really the glorious Jesus Christ! 
I encourage you to receive the Eucharist frequently. 
and to receive it in feith that it really is the Body and Blood of Jesus, 
and to receive it in respect, and love, and in trust. 
Let's remember how powerfiil The Eucharist realy is, 
and let's entrust ourselves and our problems and struggles to him. 
Let's allow the power of Jesus in the Eucharist 
to set us free from our sins and transform our lives. 
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Feedback Requested 
I prepared a preaching feedback form that asked selected listeners to answer the 
following questions about the sermon: 
Did you understand the point the preacher tried to make? If so, please state his point: 
Did you understand wlmt the sermon ^ked you to do? If so, what was it? 
Did you find the sermon relevant to your own situation? 
Did the preacher seem to understand the congregation? Did he speak atove or below 
their level? 
Did this sermon seem helpM for a Latino congregation? Why or why not? 
Were the illustrations and examples helpful? Why or why not? 
Did the preacher speak too fest? 
Did he use appropriate body language, gestures, and fecial expression? 
Did the preacher speak in a monotone, or did he vary the tone of his voice? 
Was the style conversational? Did the preacher seem to "talk with" the congregation? 
Please make a few general comments: What was good about the preaching? What 
should the preacher keep doing? What could he do to improve? 
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Feedback Received 
Rather than reproduce the various comments here, I will summarize the comments 
that I received in either verbal or written form from my observers. 
My observers generally agreed that my style w^ energetic and conversational. 
They appreciated the creativity and playfiilness of acting out the part of St. James. They 
also apeed that I succeeded in discussing the abstr^t principles of transfiguration and 
transubstantiation in a way that was concrete and understandable to the congregation. 
However, my observers agreed that I did certain things that con^romised my 
attempts to preach in a high context way. The observers said that, in spite of my eflforts, 
it was, for the most part, a low context sermon and liturgy. 
My gestures were "low context."  When I used certain gestures, such as blessing 
the gospel reoier, bowing to the altar, blessing the bread and wine in the Eucharistic 
Prayer, and the breaking of the Communion host, I made the gestures too small to be seen 
and performed them too quickly.   These gave the impression that the gestures were not 
important or that I was just trying to "get them over with." '°^ Slower, more deliberate, 
and more expansive gestures would Imve set a better tone for the liturgical celebration. 
When I invited the people to pray with the words, "Let us pray," my arms were extended 
'** Vidal's insights are helpfiil here. He says on p. 259-260, "The Hispanic character does not make that 
opposition between formaUty and ritual on the one haid, aid sincerity, ease, and spontaneity on the other, 
which is prevalent among Americans especially since the 1960's. In feet, Hispanics are quite comfortable 
with formality and ritual, as long as fliey are not dry aid empty, but rather a receptacle and vehicle for deep 
emotions. It would be a mistake to think that Hispanics will be attracted by a liturgical style of poverty and 
simplicity, especially when 'poverty and sfanplicity' become code words for ritual laziness and for cheap 
tawdriness—in feet, justifications for imposmg low context style on high context communities, for the 
greater comfort of the celebrant. Incense, candles, beautiful vestments, imagra, music, and an attitude 
which combines deep and visible reverence—mcludmg thinp like deep bows, kissuig the altar, etc.—with 
an unpretentious ease in the house of our Father (which is also, of course, the throne room of the King of 
Ae Universe) will help to create a context which will make Hispanics feel that our assemblies are true 
celebrations which celebrate things worth celebratuig, and not burdensome obligations to be gotten over 
with as quickly and painlessly as possible." 
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in the orans position. This w^ inappropriate, because the orans position is used when 
praying to God. My gestures to the people when inviting them to pray should have teen 
more naturally directed to them. Also, I offered the invitation to pray the Collect before 
getting the Sacramentary ready. That should have teen done first tefore the invitation, 
so that I as the priest was actually praying silently with the people until the prayer. 
I often smiled at the congregation. Thk might have been a problem, especially at 
the teginning of the MMS.   In thfe situation, the organ music playing tefore the Mass 
w^ solemn, and the people were not in an "informal" mood when the Mass tegan. My 
smile may have seemed inapproprkte to them. As one of my observers said, when 
working with a high context congregation, the priest needs to take his cues from the 
people. If they are in a solemn mood, then the priest needs to adopt that. On the other 
hand, if they seem to te in a relaxed and infomml mood, then the priest naturally needs to 
adopt timt. 
When I said in my sermon that Jesus would be present in the church in jiKt a few 
minutes, I meant his presence in the Eucharistic species,   I foiled to say that Jesus was 
already present in the church ^cordii^ to his fourfold presence in every Mass: in the 
person of the priest, in his word since it is he himself who speaks when the scriptures are 
proclaimed, in the worshipping assembly, ami most of all in the Eucharist. *°' This 
unfortunate kcuna in my thought process may Imve caiwed those who, for some reason, 
could not receive the Eucharist to feel that they did not encounter Jesus that day at Mass. 
107 Vatican Council II, The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, par. 7, p. 120-121. 
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This kind of error is especially dangerous when working with a high context 
congregation, many of whom already feel inferiori2»d within the U.S. Church.*''* 
When I held up the unconsecrated host during the sermon, I did so in a c^ual, 
"teaching" way. When I was finished makmg my point, I pirt it back on the pulpit shelf 
Although the host w^ not yet consecrated, my image-oriented high context congregation 
was not iwed to seeing a Communion host treated in such a casiml way. They nmy have 
been shocked and disturted by ttet. 
When I encouraged everyone to receive the Eucharist frequently, I did so because 
Latinos sometimes are reluctant to receive the Eucharist. This is a Latino cultural 
cimracteristic that reflects their great respect for the Eucharist and their cultural feelings 
of unworthiness.'**' However, as mentioned above, I should have somehow addressed 
concrete reasons why some do not receive, such as irregular marriage situations. I might 
have made reference to that ksue and offered some kind of concrete help for those who 
needed it. For example, I might have announced a time when a priest would be available 
for help with initiating a marriage case. One way of offering hope to those who could not 
receive Communion that day might have been to invite the people to sit in silence for a 
moment after Communion and to pray silently to Jesus, who was present to each member 
of his Church gathered in the assembly, and whom members of the congregation may 
have encountered in the Word of God or m service to the community in liturgical or other 
parish ministries. 
"* See Chapter 1 for discussion of 20* century inferiorization of Latinos and Filipinos in the U.S. Roman 
Catholic Church. 
'*" My past experience with Latmos led me to suspect this. On 13 April 20031 received an e-mail from Fr. 
Eduardo C. Fernandez, S.J., Associate Professor of Pastoral Theology and Ministry at Jesuit School of 
Theology in Berkeley, California, in which he confirmed my suspicion. 
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The portrayal of St. James was a good, creative idea. However, my "St. James" 
just repeated what the congregation already heard in the day's Cfespel reding; he needed 
to tell them something new. Moreover, I did not need to repeat what "St. James" hM 
already said. 
The story of Cardinal Van Thuan was also good, but having both St. James and 
the Cardinal speaking in the same ^nnon w^ too much and became confiising. The 
recommendation was made that I do one or the other, but not both, I should not have 
read to the congregation from Cardinal Van Thuan's took. The reading was only one 
page, but it was too long. The presence of a book in my hand and the act of rewiing 
broke the connection between me and the congregation. My observers agreed that I knew 
the stoiy well enough that I could have simply told the highlights of the story, without 
reading from the book. (Another possible option might have been to have "St. James" 
speak about the Cardinars experiences with the Euchwist in prison camp.) Also, I told 
some parts of the Cardinal's story before I read it from the book. This was repetitious. 
Some exegetical reference to the presence of Moses and EHjah on the mountain 
with Jesus would have been helpM. The suggestion w^ made that "St. James" could 
have spoken about them. 
My reference to the "power&l presence of Jesus" w^ too abstract and needed 
concretization. The same comment w^ made about my statement that the Eucharistic 
presence of Jesus will transform our lives. Concrete examples of this were needed. 
One observer commented that I preached with energy, but the energy seemed to 
be coming only from my voice and upper body. The preacher's energy needs to come 
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from his whole body, particularly when working with high context congregations, who 
look for nonverbal confirmation that the preacher's verbal message is believable. 
In summary, the practical exercise with the Latino congregation was helpM in 
pointing out a numter of unconscious tendencies on my part to preach and preside in a 
low context way, to identify particular points of p^toral sensitivity with Latino 




On March 1,2003,'^° I preached and presided with a predominantly Filipino 
congregation at St. Andrew's Parish in Daly City, California. In order to research (or 
"exegete") the congregation at St. Andrew's, I spoke to the Pastor about the 
congregation, and I abo attended Mass there on the Sunday three weeks before I was 
scheduled to preach. I observed the congregation of approximately 300 people, and I 
noted that nearly all of the people were FiUpino. The people were of all ages, from 
newborn babies to elderly, but there were more children and young adults than elderly 
people. Dkcussion with the P^or revealed that the people are mostly middle cl^s. 
Most of the people were there with their femilies. 
The Firat Friday Mass was preceded by Stations of the Cross and followed by 
Holy Hour with Eucharistic Exposition and Benediction. I presided at all of these 
devotional events, as well as at the Mass. 
I tried to preach in a concrete way by using visual aids, images of Mt. Rushmore 
and Sts. Perpetua and Felicity that I had downloaded from the internet and projected onto 
the chtjrch wall with an overhead projector. Thfe was the first time I had ever used an 
overhead projector m preaching. I ako tried to preach to the Filipino cultural sensitivity 
to Christ crucified and their sharing in the Cross, especially in femily difficulties. 
I preached in free space at the step of the sanctuary. 
''" March 7,2003, was Friday after Ash Wednesday and the First Friday in tlie month. Lectionary readings 
were Isaiah 58:l-9a (The manner of fasting God wishes); Psalm 51:3-4,5-6ab, 18-19 (A heart contrite and 
humbled, O God, you will not spurn); Matthew 9:14-15 (When the Bridegroom is taken away from them, 
then they will fest). 
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I used the Opening Prayer for the feast day of Sts. Perpetua and Felicity. For the 
Prayer over the Gifts I used a Lenten prayer from Magnificat nagazine. For the Prayer 
after Communion I ^apted a prayer found in John Paul IPs Scriptural Stations of the 
Cross. These substitution were made for the rather bknd prayers given for the day in 
the Sacramentary. The principle used here was dynamic equivalence, discussed in 
Chapter 4 of this project. 
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Sermon 
Back in the 1930's, during the Great Depression in the United States, 
an American sculptor named GutTOn Borglum was put in charge of a gigantic public 
works project in the Black Hills of South Dakota. 
The project involved carving the feces of four famom American presidents into the 
mountain. 
That mountain w^ Mt. Riwhmore, and here is a photo of it that I got from the National 
Park Service website. 
(Show photo of Mt. Rushmore to congregation.'*^) 
Mr. Borglum didn't do that alone. 
He had 400 workers helping him. 
These workers had to put up with a lot. 
The pay was not very good, 
and they did not have much job security. 
They were laid off every winter because they couldn't work on the mountain in the 
wintertime. 
And they didn't know from one year to the next if they would te rehired, l»cause 
funding was uncertain. 
It was dangerous work, because they had to hang over the &jes on lopes m they did their 
work of carving the features into the mountain. 
And Mr. Borglum got so emotionally involved in the project that he had a tendency to 
yell and scream at them. 
But they kept coming back every spring for 14 years to work on the mountain. 
Why did they always come back? 
Not for the sake of the money, and not for the sake of job security, and not for the sake of 
the working conditions. 
They came back because they felt loyalty to Mr. Borglum. 
He inspired them and made them believe that they were involved with something great, 
something that fiiture generations would admire and appreciate. 
Ultimately, they came back for the sake of the relationship they had with Mr. Borglum. 
This is the same principle that Jesus applies in today's Gospel passage. 
The disciples of John the Baptist ask Jesm why His dkciples don't fast. 
Jesus says that Ms disciples do not fast just for the sake of festing. 
There would be no point in timt. 
Ill National Park Service, Mt. Rushmore website http://www,nps.gov/moru/ Internet; accessed 4 March 
2003. 
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^ther, he says, he expects them to fest when he m taken away from them. 
He said that his dkciples fest for the sake of relationship: we fest when we have become 
disconnected from him. 
On the other Imnd, 
he also said that He expects us to feast and celebrate when He is with us, 
when we have become reconnected with him. 
So, we don't f^ just for the sake of fasting; 
we fest when we have somehow tecome disconnected from Jesus. 
And we don't feast just for the sake of feasting; 
we feast when we have become reconnected with him. 
So feting and feasting are done in relationship to Jesus. 
We all have many opportunities to fest. 
We have the Church's official days of festing and abstinence during Lent. 
And, I imagine tiiat most of us also will choose to do our own personal penance during 
Lent. 
And, there are always plenty of clmnces to carry the Cross. 
For exan^le, the Cross just comes into our lives unexpectedly sometimes, 
when we suffer health problems, or relationship problems with our femily members, or 
friends, or co-workers. 
But, no matter what kind of festing, or penance we might do, or no matter what form the 
Cross might come to us in our life, 
Every form of f^ing, or penance, or the Cross 
contains a feast of eternal life. 
Eternal life is to be connected with Jesus in the midst of our festing, our penance, and our 
crosses. 
We can fe^t on eternal life 
as we fast, m we do penance, as we carry the Cro^, 
because eternal life is to be connected with Jesus, 
to share his life, his Cross, Ms death, his resurrection. 
We can feast on etenml Hfe in the midst of all these things, 
and Jesus calls us to do just that! 
Today is the feast day of Saints Perpetua and Felicity. 
Both were young women in their early twenties, 
who lived in Carthage (North Africa) about the year 200 A.D. 
Perpetua had a Imby, and Felicity was pregnant. 
Here's an image of them that I got from the Roman Catholic Forum website. 
(show picture of Saints Perpetua and Felicity to congregation."^) 
112 Roman Catholic Forum website http://www.Roman CathoIic-forum.com/saints/saintpl4.iitm Internet; 
accessed 4 Marcli 2003. 
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1,800 years ago today, on March 7,203 A.D., in Carthage, North Africa, 
they were martyred by the Emperor of Rome, for the crime of teing Christians. 
They were killed by being thrown to wild animals in a public amphitheater, 
A wild animal attacked both of them at once and knocked them off their feet, 
and Perpetua w^ injured, but Felicity w^ not. 
Perpetua stood up and asked, "when are we going to be thrown to the be^s?' 
She did not even realize that the animal had already attacked and injured her, 
because she was in ecstatic prayer to Jesus. 
Perpetua was already feasting on eternal life, 
even as she was embracing the cross of martyrdom. 
She was so intimately united with Jesus, 
that she was feasting on eternal life in the midst of the sufferings of martyrdom. 
My friends, this opportunity to feast on the eternal life 
of the con^anionship of Jesus Christ 
is open to each one of us. 
Look for the feast of eternal life to be found in every act of festing, penance, and carrying 
the Cross, 
The fe^t is in there—if we look for it, we will find it 
and we won't be disappointed! 
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Dynamic Equivalence Prayers 
Opening Prayer: 
Heavenly Father, 
Yoiir love gave the saints Perpetua and Felicity 
Courage to suffer a cruel martyrdom. 
By their prayers, help m to grow in love of you. 
We ask this through our Lord Jesus Christ, your Son, 
Who Hves and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, 
One God, forever and ever. Amen.*^^ 
Prayer over the Gifts: 
Father of mercies and God of all consolatioiK, you sent your only Son to give your 
people knowledge of salvation through the forgiveness of our sins, because of the tender 
mercy of our God, hy which the daybreak from on high will visit us, to shine on us who 
sit in darkness and the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the p^ of peace. Deliver 
us from the darkness that bhnds us; free us from the sins that bind us; fill us with the joy 
of your forgiveness through the death and resurrection of your Son, our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God for ever and ever. 
Amen,"* 
Prayer After Communion: 
Heavenly Father, you have fed us with food from heaven on this feast day of the martyrs 
Sts. Perpetua and Fehcity. Help us to realize that Jesus dreaded his death, just as we 
dread the sacrifices and crosses in our everyday lives. Be with us m we recommit 
oureelves to embrace in our Uves the crosses of festing, penance, and suffering, and with 
your power, to p^s through them to new and eternal life. We ^k this through Christ our 
Lord, Amen. "^ 
113 Sacramentary, 617. 
"* Come Back to Me: The Magnificat 2003 Lenten Companion (France: Maulde & Renou, 2003), 93. 
'"Adapted from: The New Scriptural Way of the Cross, Based on the Stations Led by Pope John Paul II 
(Mptic, Conn.: Twenty-Third Publications, 1993), 5. 
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Feedback Requested 
I prepared a preaching feedback form that asked selected Ustenere to answer the 
following questions about the sermon: 
Did you understand the point the preacher tried to make? If so, please state his point: 
Did you understand what the sermon ^ked you to do? If so, what was it? 
Did you find the sermon relevant to your own situation? 
Did the preacher seem to understand the congregation? Did he speak above or below 
their level? 
Did this sermon seem helpM for a Filipino congregation? Why or why not? 
Were the illustrations and visual aids helpfiil? Why or why not? 
Did the preacher speak too fest? 
Did he use appropriate body language, gestures, and fecial e}q>ressions? 
Did the preacher speak in a monotone, or did he vary the tone of his voice? 
Was the style conversational? Did the preacher seem to 'talk with" the congregation? 
Please make a few general comments on the back: What was good about the preaching? 
What should the preacher keep doing? What could he do to improve? 
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Feedback Received 
Rather than reproduce the various comments here, I will sunrnwrize the comments 
that I received in either verbal or written form from my observers. 
My observers agreed that I conveyed a gentle and warm authority to the 
congregation. My tone of voice and smile were effective in estabHshing a conversational 
tone and a persoiml connection. However, my observere pointed out several things in the 
sermon that con^romised my attempts to preach in a high context way. One observer 
said that, in spite of my efforts, it was a low context sermon. 
I carried an S'/a" by 11" file folder in with me in the procession. I also carried thfe 
folder with me to the sanctiwry step when I began my sermon. The presence of that 
folder in my hands communicated a nonverbal sigiml to the high context congregation 
that I w^ relating to them as an instructor, not as a pastor. When I stopped and pulled 
out the transparency images of Mt. Rushmore and Sts. Perpetua and FeUcity, and put 
them on the projector, that action had the effect of interrupting the connection that I had 
estabUshed with the congregation. It also communicated nonverbally that I was giving a 
lesson or presentation, while the purpose of preaching is to be in pereonal conversation 
with the people. It would Imve helped if I had arranged for someone else to display the 
transparencies for me. By doing it myself, I separated myself from the congregation and 
broke the relationship I had established with them. Once broken, it could not really be 
established again, because the people didn't know when I might break off the 
conversation again and start doing more things at the projector. 
The observers ^reed that preaching in free space is a good technique when 
working with high context congregations. However, when preaching in free space, a 
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preacher should not have any notes. If notes are used, then the preacher should stay in 
the pulpit.  Halfway through the sermon, I put the folder down and pre^hed from a 5" 
by 7" index card. The presence even of that card in my hands, like the presence of the 
file folder, became a barrier to preaching because it signaled nonverbally that I was 
giving a business brief or presentation, while I was trying to pre^h as a shepherd. 
My arm gestures were too reserved. I did not open my arms all the way when I 
extended them, either at the altar or when preaching. In the orans position, I tent my 
arms at the eltows, and that prajected a nonverlml message that the shepherd did not 
entirely embrace his flock in love. When I pointed to the images projected on the wall of 
the church, I laed one finger; I should have iwed my whole arm. 
The image of Sts. Perpetua and Felicity was good, because it presented two 
women with dark skin as models of heroic feith. Moreover, one observer commented 
that the feet that FeHcity was a slave of Perpetua aiggests that Christ blesses His people 
with a unity that overcomes all of the social barriers that separate them. However, the 
same oteerver commented that I should Imve slowed down when I identified them in the 
image; I might have pointed out some of the visible details in the image, for example, that 
Felicity was wearing white, and Perpetua was embracing Felicity. Absorbing such 
concrete details in the image would have given the people more time to draw mental 
conclusions of which I w^ not aware. As it was, I went much too quickly to the story of 
their martyrdom, while the congregation w^ still trying to absorb the image. To be sure, 
it was good to use that image, but I should have asked someone else to be in charge of 
putting it on the projector, I should have described it in more detail, and I should have let 
the congregation linger over it for a few more seconds. 
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Despite my test efiforts, the sermon vfas too complicated and too abstract. I could 
have eliminated any reference to Mt. Rushmore without losing the theme that I was 
trying to communicate, that there is a fe^t of etenml life within the trkk of feting, 
penance, and the Cross. In feet, the photo of Mt. Rushmore was actimlly a liability, 
because it presented a strong visible image of European American, male, dominant, U.S. 
power figures (all literally ^t in stone), which probably triggered cultural memories of 
FiHpino cultural inferiori^^tion at the lands of the dominant European American 
culture."^ I might have found a better example of the potentiality for relationship to be 
found within concrete things. My observers suggested that I could have said tlmt in 
FiHpino culture, the social importance of food is a wonderM eiample of a link between 
concrete things and relationship. Relationship is an abstract concept, but food is a 
concrete reaUty in the life of everyone in the congregation. Thus, food would have been 
a much better example ttai Mt. Rushmore. 
This exercise is helpftil in pointing out that, while visual aids can sometimes be 
used effectively, a commitment to using "concrete images" does not necessarily mean 
that mtaai visiml images necessarily have to te used (e.g., photos of Mt. Rushmore). A 
more nuanced kind of "concreteness" (e.g., mentioning food) can sometimes be more 
helpfiil. 
One observer said that festing was a wonderfiil thing to preach about, especially 
on the first Friday in Lent, and by itself it would have been enough for the congregation 
to absorb in one sermon; I didn't need to talk about penance and the Cross. The focus of 
my sermon was that festing, penance, and the Cross offer IK a feast of eternal Ufe by 
"* See Chapter 1 for discussion of 20* century inferiorizatiOT of Latinos and Filipinos in the U.S. Roman 
Catholic Church, 
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uniting iw to Jesus through a sharing in his fasting, in his penance, in Ms Cross. When I 
included penance and the Cross, that made the concept of "the fe^ of eternal life" too 
con^jlicated and abstract. In eflFect, I had ejqjected too much of the congregation when I 
required them to fill in the gaps m an abstract train of thought. 
When I mentioned concrete examples of the Cross in peoples' lives (poor health, 
family relatiomhip problems, and grief) I "hsted" them too quickly, and it came ^ross m 
possibly flippant or unfeeling. This happened becaiKe I was trying to say too many 
abstract things. A few concrete things needed to be said at a slower, more deliberate pace 
that could have teen more affectively engaging. In that way, I might Imve allowed the 
people to contextually and affectively experience hope, even as they were digesting the 
content of my message of hope. 
In summary, the practical exercise with the Filipino congregation was helpfiil in 
pointing out a number of unconscious tendencies on my part to preach and preside in a 
low context way, to experiment with using visual aids, to understand tetter what it means 
to use "concrete" illustratiom effectively, to point out the FiUpino cultural sensitivity to 
inferiorimtion, and to identify some practical ways to serve Filipino congregations tetter 
in the future. 
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